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165 Budget Process. Welfare. Procedural and Substantive Changes. Initiative Constitutional Amendment and Statute. 
Official Title and Summary Prepared by the Attorney General 
BUDGET PROCESS. WELFARE. PROCEDURAL AKD SUBSTANTIVE CHANGES. 
INITIATIVE CONSTITUTIO:\"AL AMENDMENT AND STATUTE. 
• Amends Constitution to allow Governor to declare "fiscal emergency" when budget not adopted or 
deficit exceeds specified percentages. Grants Governor. with restrictions, powers to reduce 
expenditures to balance budget including state salaries but not education (Proposition 98). 
• Amends statutes to eliminate or limit automatic cost of living adjustments in specified welfare 
programs. 
• Reduces AFDC bv 10%, then 15% after six months on aid. Limits aid for new residents. Provides 
teenage recipients'schooi attendance incentives. 
• Gives counties discretion to set general assistance. 
• Implements as federal law permits. Other provisions. 
Summary of Legislative Analyst's 
Estimate of Net State and Local Government Fiscal Impact: 
• Potential state savings, or costs of up to several hundred million or billions of dollars in some years, 
depending on the budget situation. 
• Annual savings of about 8680 million to the state General Fund and 835 million to counties, due to 
changes in the Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) Program. The savings are due 
primarily to grant reductions. Savings in years beyond 1993-94 could increase by an unknown, but 
potentially significant, amount, due to the effect of certain provisions. 
• Potential annual savings beginning in 1996-9i-up to several hundred million dollars to the state and 
several million dollars to counties-clue to elimination of automatic cost of living adjustments in the 
AFDC Program and the Supplemental Security Income/State Supplementary Program (SSI/SSP). 
• l!nknown annual savings to counties-probably over $75 million and potentially several hundred 
million dollars-clue to payment limits and funding discretion in general assistance (GA) programs. 
These savings would be partly offset by additional GA costs of up to 830 million annually, due to the 
effects of the measure's AFDC provisions. 
Analysis by the Legislative Analyst 
This measure makes significant changes in (1) the 
state's budget process and (2) public assistance 
programs. The proposed changes in these two areas are 
discussed separately below. 
vetoes"). Alternatively, the Governor may veto the 
entire budget. In either case, the Legislature can 
"override" the Governor's veto bv a two-thirds vote. 
Budget Delays. When the state starts the new fiscal 
year on July 1 without an enacted budget, there 
generally is no authority for the state to spend money. 
However, spending for some programs may continue if 
other laws or the State Constitution permit that 
spending. For example, state and federal laws guarantee 
certain welfare benefits to eligible persons. The courts 
have required the state to continue to pay these benefits 
even without a budget. 
STATE BUDGET PROCESS 
Background 
The California Constitution requires the state to have 
an annual budget. The budget authorizes most of the 
state's spending, including payments to public schools 
and local governments, and health and welfare benefits 
for needy individuals. 
How a Budget Becomes Law. By January 10 of each 
year, the Governor must submit to the Legislature a 
balanced budget proposal for the next fiscal year starting 
July 1. The budget proposal must include specific 
spending amounts and identify the revenues needed to 
pay for that spending. The Constitution requires the 
Legislature to pass a budget bill by June 15. To pass a 
budget, two-thirds of the members of each house of the 
Legislature (the Senate and the Assembly) must vote for 
it. 
Just as with other bills, the budget passed by the 
Legislature becomes law if the Governor signs it (or 
takes no action within 12 days). Normally, in signing the 
budget the Governor reduces or eliminates some 
individual spending items (these are known as "line-item 
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Proposal 
This measure changes the state's budget process in 
several ways and increases the Governor's control over 
state spending. It contains the following specific 
constitutional changes: 
Delays Date for Governor's Budget Proposal. The 
measure changes the deadline for the Governor to 
submit his or her budget proposal to the Legislature from 
January 10 to March l. 
Late Budget Forfeits Salaries and Expenses. Under 
the measure, the Governor and members of the 
Legislature would not be paid if the Legislature fails to 
pass a budget by June 15. Specifically, it prohibits the 
payment of salaries and expenses for the period between 
June 15 and the time that the budget becomes law. 
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Late Budget Allows Governor to Continue Prior- Year 
Budget. The measure allows the Governor to declare a 
"fiscal emergency" if the budget is not signed by July l. 
In that case. the prior-year budget continues as the 
state's working budget until a new one becomes law. 
Spending amounts in the prior-year budget, however, 
'ould automatically increase if more money is needed 
r the following purposes: 
• State payments to public schools and community 
colleges required by the Constitution. 
• Payments to local governments for revenue lost due 
to the homeowners' property tax exemption. 
• Payments to local governments for the costs of 
programs required by the state. 
• Pavments on state bonds. 
The measure also allows the Governor to make cuts to 
this working budget (except in the protected categories 
listed above) if necessary to balance expected spending 
and estimated revenues. These spending cuts would take 
effect after 30 days unless a new budget has become law 
by that time. 
Governor Jlay Cut Spending to Keep Budget 
Balanced. The measure also allows the Governor to 
make spending cuts after a budget becomes law. The 
Governor could make cuts if General Fund revenues fall 
short of estimates or spending runs ahead of estimates. 
Specifically, General Fund revenues or spending would 
have to be off from budget estimates by 3 percent or 
more (or spending and revenues each would have to be 
off from estimates by at least 1.5 percent). The Governor 
could not cut the protected spending categories listed 
earlier. The spending cuts would take effect after 30 
days, unless the Legislature passes, and the Governor 
signs, alternative legislation to balance spending and 
revenues. 
Eliminates Need for Law Changes to Make Certain 
Cuts. This measure allows the Governor to make some 
lending cuts that now require passing a separate law. 
l'hese cuts could include reductions in state public 
assistance programs, such as welfare grants and health 
benefits. The Governor also could reduce state employee 
salaries or work time by up to 5 percent, except for 
employees covered under a collective bargaining 
agreement (unless the agreement allows such 
reductions) . 
Governor's Approval for Budget-Related Legislation. 
The California Constitution allows enactment of laws 
(including the budget) without the Governor's signature 
in two ways. The Legislature may override a Governor's 
veto or the Governor mav let a measure become law bv 
taking no action. This measure appears to prevent the 
enactment of certain budget-related laws without the 
Governor's signature. Specifically, the enactment of a 
new budget after July 1 would require the Governor's 
signature if the Governor has declared a fiscal 
emergency. In addition, certain laws that would bring an 
enacted budget back into balance would need the 
Governor's approval. This would be true for any laws 
that would enact alternative budget solutions after the 
Governor had proposed his or her own budget-balancing 
cuts. 
Fiscal Effect 
The provisions related to late budgets could result in 
either costs or savings to the state. The impact in any 
year could be up to hundreds of millions or billions of 
dollars, depending on the circumstances. On the one 
land, there would be savings to the extent cuts proposed 
oy the Governor to the working budget took effect. 
including those cuts that cannot be made now without 
passing a new law. On the other hand, extending the 
prior-year budget could increase state spending. State 
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agencies could continue spending at prior-year levels 
even if the. Legislature would not have approved that 
spending in a new budget. 
Savings of up to billions of dollars to the state's General 
Fund also could occur in any year in which the Governor 
makes cuts to an enacted btid'get. The Governor now can 
require state agencies to reduce some types of spending 
after the budget becomes law. This measure, however, 
allows the Governor to cut additional types of spending 
that now can only be cut by enacting new laws. 
The measure also could result in up to several hundred 
thousand dollars of General Fund savings for the salaries 
and expenses of legislators and the Governor in any year 
in which a budget is not passed on time. 
PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS 
The following section is based on the laws in effect at 
the time this analysis was prepared (which was prior to 
enactment of a budget for 1992-93). 
Background 
The federal, state, and local governments provide a 
variety of public assistance programs to low-income 
persons and families. 
Aid to Families with Dependent Children-Family 
Group (AFDC-FG) and AFDC-Unemployed Parent 
(AFDC-U). The AFDC-FG and U programs provide 
cash grants to families and children whose incomes are 
not adequate to provide for their basic needs. Families 
are eligible for grants under this program if they have a 
child who is financiallv needv due to the death, 
incapacity, continued absence, or 'unemployment of one 
or both parents . 
.\1onthly AFDC grants are based on a "need standard" 
speCified in state law. The grant is determined by 
subtracting the recipient's income (adjusted for certain 
allowable deductions) from the need standard. The 
amount of the grant, however, cannot exceed a 
maximum aid payment (MAP), which is also specified in 
state law. For example. the need standard for a family of 
three is $702 per month and the :VIAP is $663. Both the 
need standard and the .\1AP increase with familv size. 
The state and counties share responsibility for 
administering the AFDC Program. The state 
Department of Social Services (DSS) is responsible for 
oversight of the program. Each county welfare 
department is responsible for determining AFDC 
eligibility and calculating grant levels according to state 
and federal law. Funding for grants and county 
administration is shared by the federal. state, and county 
governments. 
County General Assistance (GA). Under state law. 
each county has a responsibility to provide aid to 
financially needy county residents. (These are typically 
single persons who are not eligible for AFDC or other 
benefit programs.) Each county establishes standards for 
eligibility, the amount of the cash grant, and in some 
cases, "in-kind" support (such as housing) for GA 
recipients. Counties are responsible for funding the 
program. 
Other Public Assistance Programs. Other programs 
affected bv this measure include: 
• AFDC-Foster Care (AFDC-FCJ. Children are 
eligible for grants under this program if they are 
living with a foster care provider. The federal, state. 
and county governments fund the program. 
• Supplemental Security Income/State Supplementary 
Program (SSl/SSP). The SSI I SSP Program 
provides cash grants to low-income aged. blind, and 
disabled persons. The state and federal governments 
fund the program. 
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• In-Home Supportive Services (IHSS). The IHSS 
Program pro"ides services to low-income aged. 
blind. and disabled persons who are unable to live 
safel" in their own homes without assistance. The 
federal. state, and county governments fund the 
program. 
• California Medical Assistance Program 
(Medi-Cal). The Medi-Cal Program provides 
health care services to persons eligible for AFDC 
and SSI / SSP and to certain other individuals who 
cannot afford to pay for these services. The federal 
and state governments fund the program. 
• Food Stamps. The Food Stamps Program provides 
coupons for food items to low-income individuals. 
The federal government funds the costs of the 
coupons. 
Proposal 
The public assistance provisions of this measure make 
numerous statutory changes in the AFDC, SSI/ SSP, 
IHSS, and GA programs. These changes also affect the 
Medi-Cal Program. Implementation of many of the 
changes to the AFDC Program requires the federal 
government to grant waivers of federal law. The DSS 
received all necessary waivers in mid-July. The waivers 
permit these changes for five years and are potentially 
renewable. 
AFDC Program Changes 
The measure proposes several changes to the 
AFDC-FG and U programs: 
.YAP Reductions. The measure reduces the MAPs bv 
10 percent. Currently, the MAP ranges from $326 for a 
one-person "assistance unit" to $1,403 for a family of 10 or 
more persons. 
The measure reduces the MAPs by an additional 15 
percent after a family (1) has been on aid for more than 
6 months or (2) went off aid after 6 months and returned 
to the program within 24 months. (This additional 
reduction would not occur in certain cases-for example, 
if the parents in the home are disabled and on SSI / SSP or 
IHSS.) 
The MAP reductions would affect most AFDC 
recipients-that is, those who do not have any 
employment income or who work part-time and earn 
relatively little per month. Because the measure would 
not reduce the need standard, however, AFDC families 
could compensate for the grant reductions if they were 
to earn enough additional money to offset the reductions. 
MAP Adjustments. Currently, the MAP can be 
changed only by enacting a law. If the Budget Act 
appropriation is less than the amount needed toe fully 
fund the MAP for all eligible persons, additional funds 
must be provided later in the year. 
This measure provides that the MAP is to be adjusted 
based on the state's annual Budget Act appropriation and 
projected AFDC caseload, as estimated by the DSS. 
Thus, the measure would permit the Legislature, or the 
Governor by using his or her veto (subject to an override 
vote by the Legislature), to appropriate an amount for 
the AFDC Program that results in MAPs below the levels 
provided in law. In this way, the MAP could be changed 
through the budget process rather than a change in 
existing law. 
Maximum Family Grant. The measure provides 
that, in determining a family's MAP (but not the need 
standard), any children conceived while a family is on 
aid are not counted. This provision would have the effect 
of "freezing" the grant payment at a given family size. 
Pregnant Women. The state currently provides three 
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pregnancy-related AFDC benefits: 
• The "state-only" AFDC·FG Program provides 
grants to pregnant women without children during 
the first six months of pregnancy. 
• The state participates in the federally assisted 
AFDC Program for pregnant women without 
children \vho are in their last three months of 
pregnancy. 
• Current la\\' provides for a $70 monthly special need 
payment to pregnant women who are on AFDC or 
who will be eligible for AFDC when the child is 
born. 
The measure eliminates all three benefits. 
Residency Requirement. The measure provides that 
during their first '12 months of residence in California, 
AFDC applicants from other states are eligible for a 
grant based on the lesser of the grant they would receive 
using California's eligibility requirements or the MAP in 
their former state. Given California's grant levels relative 
to other states, this provision would reduce the grants for 
most new arrivals. 
Teen Parents on AFDG. The measure makes the 
following changes with respect to teen parents who are 
on AFDC: 
• Teen Parent's Residence. The measure requires 
parents under age 18 to remain in the home of a 
parent, legal guardian, or adult relative, or in certain 
other living arrangements, in order to receive 
AFDC. The measure also provides that, where 
possible, the adult is to receive the aid on behalf of 
the teen parent. The measure includes exceptions 
under which the teen could maintain a separate 
residence. 
• Cal Learn Program. The measure creates the Cal 
Learn Program for AFDC parents under age 19 who 
attend high schooL If these parents have no more 
than two unexcused absences and four total 
absences per month, they would have their AFDC 
grant increased by $50. If they have more than two 
unexcused absences per month, they would have 
their AFDC grant reduced by $50. Otherwise, their 
grant would remain unchanged. The program 
would provide child care needed to attend school. 
The Cal Learn Program would be implemented 
only if federal funds were available. 
Trigger Reduction. Under current law, a "trigger 
reduction" of up to 4 percent is applied to most state 
programs during years when General Fund revenue 
growth is relatively low. Existing law also limits any 
trigger reductions in certain programS-including 
AFDC-to the lesser of 4 percent or the program's 
cost-of-living adjustment (COLA). This measure (ieletes 
the COLA-related provision for the AFDC Program. 
Cost-aI-Living Adjustments (COLAs) 
The measure eliminates automatic COLAs for the 
AFDC-FG and U maximum grants, SSI/SSP payments, 
and IHSS benefits. Current law eliminates these COLAs 
through 1995-96 for AFDC and through 1996 for SSI/SSP. 
The measure also limits AFDC-FC group home COLAs 
to the availability of funds in 1992-93 and 1993--94. 
County General Assistance Programs 
The measure limits the level of GA to the AFDC grant 
for a family of the corresponding size. The measure also 
gives county boards of supervisors "sole discretion" to set 
the level of assistance, considering the availability of 
funds for such aid and the projected caseload. Currently, 
counties must provide some level of assistance. These 
assistance levels vary by county. 
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Fiscal Effects 
AFDC Program. The AFDC grant reductions (10 
percent, additional 15 percent, residency requirement, 
maximum family grant), elimination of 
pregnancy-related programs, and the teen parent 
provisions v,:ould result in major public sector savings. 
There would be part-year savings in 1992-93 and full-year 
savings, beginning in 1993-94, of about $1.4 billion 
annually (after accounting for administrative costs). 
These savings would be primarily to the state General 
Fund ($680 million) and federal funds (8685 million), but 
also to counties ($35 million). Almost 90 percent of the 
General Fund savings are due to the 10 percent and 15 
percent grant reductions. 
In addition, savings from the maximum family grant 
provision would increase annually by an unknown. but 
potentially significant, amount as a larger proportion of 
the caseload is affected. These savings would increase 
from $55 million (all funds) in 1993-94 to several 
hundred million dollars annually in about 10 years. 
The AFDC savings resulting from this measure \vould 
increase or decrease annually for changes in the number 
of program recipients. 
MAP Adjustment. The provision that would adjust 
MAPs based on the Budget Act appropriation and 
projected caseload could result in state, federaL and 
county savings. This would happen in any year the 
appropriation for AFDC grants is inadequate to fund the 
statutory MAP levels, thereby resulting in a lower :\fAP. 
These savings are unknown but potentially significant. 
Trigger Adjustment. Deleting the statutory provision 
that limits the "trigger reduction" for the AFDC 
Program to the lesser of 4 percent or the program's 
COLA (currently set at zero) would have the effect of 
applying the trigger reduction to the program. Thus, the 
measure could result in a reduction in the AFDC 
appropriation of up to 4 percent, for a potential savings 
of up to $240 million ($114 million General Fund, 8120 
million federal funds, $6 million county funds). These 
savings would only occur in years when General Fund 
revenue growth was relatively low. 
COLAs. Elimination of automatic AFDC COLAs 
beginning in 1996-97 would result in unknown savings. If 
the COLA were 3.5 percent (the 1993-94 estimated 
inflation index for these programs), the savings would be 
about $220 million ($105 million General Fund. SIlO 
million federal funds, and $5 million county funds I in 
1996-97. These savings could grow by a comparable 
amount each year. 
Elimination of automatic state SSI! SSP COLAs 
beginning in calendar year 1997 also would generate 
savings. If the COLA were 3.5 percent the savings could 
be up to $320 million to the General Fund in calendar 
year 1997. These savings also could grow by comparable 
amounts annuallv. 
The provision eliminating the COLA for the IHSS 
Program would result in full-year savings of about 83.7 
million ($2.4 million General Fund and $1.3 million 
county fimds) in 1993-94, increasmg by comparable 
amounts annuallv. 
Actual savings from elimination of the automatic 
COLAs would be less than the amounts above to the 
extent that grants were otherwise adjusted for the effects 
of inflation. 
The provision limiting the AFDC-FC group home rate 
adjustment to "available funds" would result in 1993-94 
savings of up to 81B million '( $5.B million General Fund. 
SB.7 million federal funds, and $3.9 million county funds). 
Public Education. The measure could result in 
General Fund costs to provide aid to school districts, 
potentially in the tens of millions of dollars annually. The 
impact would depend on the effect of the ,Cal Learn 
Program on school attendance by teen parents. In 
addition, local school districts would incur unknown 
costs, possibly more than $1 million annually, to track and 
report attendance of teen parents affected by the 
measure. 
Jledi-Cal Program. The measure could affect the 
Yfedi-Cal Program because the AFDC :\fAP is the basis 
for determining .Yfedi-Cal eligibility for "medically 
needv" beneficiaries. These are individuals or families 
who are not receiving AFDC or SSI/SSP but who can 
become eligible for .Yfedi-Cal if their medical expenses 
are relatively high. 
Depending on the interpretation of current law 
regarding AFDC :\fAP reductions, the measure could 
result in annual net General Fund savings or have no 
impact on the :\fedi-Cal Program. Based on a review of 
current law, we estimate that the AFDC MAP reductions 
probably would have no fiscal effect on the Medi-Cal 
Program. 
County GA Programs. Limiting general assistance to 
the maximum AFDC grants would result in savings to 
those counties that otherwise would have had general 
assistance benefits above these grant levels. These 
savings probably would be about $75 million to $100 
million annuallv. 
The net savings would be higher (potentially in the 
hundreds of millions of dollars) if manv counties choose 
to reduce Significantly their GA programs below the 
maximum assistance levels. (As a reference, counties 
spent over 8400 million for GA grants and aid in 
1991-92.) 
The measure would also result in costs of up to $30 
million annually to the counties, due to GA caseload 
increases resulting from the measure's provisions 
eliminating AFDC benefits to pregnant women. (These 
individuals would lose their AFDC eligibility and would 
therefore be eligible for GA.) 
Food Stamps Program. We estimate that the AFDC 
and GA cash grant reductions would increase the amount 
of federally funded food stamps for recipients by more 
than 8300 million annuallv. This would occur because 
these grants are counted as income for purposes of 
determining a recipient's monthly food stamps 
allocation. 
Indirect and Other Fiscal Effects. This measure 
could have a variety of indirect and other fiscal effects, 
including the following: 
• The grant reductions could lead recipients to 
increase their work effort, resulting in potentially 
significant long~term savings. 
• If the grant reductions are not offset by an increase 
in earnings from employment or other income 
sources, the income loss could result in increased 
demand for certain public services, such as health 
care and foster care. 
• The grant reductions could cause more recipients to 
become homeless, thereby potentially becoming 
eligible for AFDC homeless assistance benefits. 
Weare unable to estimate these fiscal effects. 
Federal Funds. We estimate that the measure's 
provisions would result in a net reduction of about 8400 
million annually (full-year effect beginning in 1993-94) 
in federal funds allocated to California. The net loss of 
federal funds to the state's economy would, over time, 
result in lower levels of personal spending and incomes, 
and an unknown reduction in state tax revenues. 
For text of Proposition 165 see page i2 
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165 Budget Process. Welfare. Procedural and Substantive Changes. Initiative Constitutional .. >\mendment and Statute. 
Argument in Favor of Proposition 165 
California's budget is out of control' 
THIS YEAR CALIFOR:\IA \\'AS FORCED TO ISSLTE IOl"S. 
:\OT BECAUSE IT'S TAXI:\G TOO LITILE BeT BECACSE 
ITS SPE:\DI:\G TOO \1l'CH-TOO MCCH 0:\ THE 
\VRO:\G THI:\GS. "Automatic" increases in spending for 
public assistance crowd out funding for schools. lowering 
California's bond rating, costing taxpayers millions. 
By the year 2000. welfare related spending will crowd out 
colleges, prisons. and every function except schools. And 
without huge annual tax increases. it will even hurt schools. 
Higher taxes are dri\'ing jobs and taxpayers out of state. 
WITHOUT nf~fEDIATE REFORM, CALIFOR:\'IA WILL 
HAVE :\fORE TAX USERS THA:\, TAXPAYERS BY 1995. 
Welfare-related spending is now our second largest budget 
item and keeps climbing. \\'elfare rolls are growing four times 
faster than our population. 
CALIFOR:\'IA HAS 120/c OF A\fERICA'S POPULA.TIO:\. 
BeT PAYS 260/c OF WELFARE COSTS PAID BY ALL 
STATES :\ATIO:\WIDE. 
Why:> California is one of the most generous welfare states in 
America. WE P_~Y WELFARE RECIPIE:\TS SEARL}' TU7CE 
THE A VER~GE PAID BY OTHER LARGE STATES. Between 
1978 and 1988. CALIFOR:\'IA WELFARE PAY\fE:\'TS GREW 
:\EARLY TWICE AS FAST AS REAL FA\fILY I:\CO\fE. 
Is that fair to your family? How much more in taxes can you 
afford? 
Opponents claim welfare payments are still too low but fail to 
include food stamps, health care. and benefits in their analysis. 
THE AVERAGE WELFARE RECIPIEI\'T WOULD :\EED A 
JOB PAYI;\JG S1.400 PER MO:\,TH TO EAR!\, \10RE 
WORKI:\G THA:\, STAYI:\G 0:\ WELFARE. :\0 wonder 
people move to California to collect welfare. 
Automatic welfare increases aren't the only problem. Budget 
stalemates and legislators who can't say no cost Californians 
billions. 
Proposition 165 reforms the budget process: 
• Docks Governor's and Legislators' pay ""hen they fail to 
balance the budget on time. 
• Gi\'es our Governor similar "last resort" budget-balancing 
tools governors in 44 other states alreadv ha\'e. THE 
GO\'ER:\OR CAST RAISE TAXES' OR CCT 
EDl:CATIO:\. ALL HIS .'\CTIO:\S ARE SCBTECT TO 
LEGISLATIVE O\'ERRIDE. . 
Proposition 165 reforms welfare: 
• :\e\\' state residents would receive no more in welfare here 
than in their home state. to end California's status as a 
welfare magnet. 
• Cash grants would be lowered 10%. and an additional15o/c 
for long-term able-bodied recipients. still leaving California 
as one of the most generous states in the nation, but 
reducing incenti\'e to stay on welfare. The greater 
reduction for long-term able-bodied recipients !vl0VES 
WELFARE BACK TOWARDS ITS ORIGIl\AL PURPOSE 
A.S A TEMPORARr SAFET}, NET. :\OT A PERMA:\E:\T 
\VA Y OF LIFE. When increased food stamps are 
considered, welfare recipients could replace their entire 
cut by working just 6.4 hours per week. 
• ReCipients will no longer receive additional cash for having 
additional children after going on welfare, although they 
will receive medical benefits and food stamps for the 
additional child. 
• PROPOSITIO:\' 165 PROTECTS EDUCA TIOl\ Al\D OCR 
KIDS' FLTURE. 
Join the California Taxpayers Association, Howard Jarvis 
Taxpayers Association. California Chamber of Commerce, and 
over one million Californians who 've gi\'en their name to 
support Proposition 165. -
PETE WILSOl\' 
Governor 
State of California 
JOEL FOX 
President 
Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association 
~IAUREEN DIMARCO 
Secretary of Child Development and Education 
State of California 
Rebuttal to Argument in Favor of Proposition 165 
We usually learn the hidden consequences of ballot measures 
after it's too late. \Ve can't let that happen with 165. 
UNPRECEDENTED POWERS 
Promoters say the legislature can overrule the Governor's 
new powers. Actually, Section 5, paragraph 12.5 says the 
Governor must personally approve any override attempt. 
Promoters say 44 other Governors have the same power. 
Actuallv. no Governor has 165's unrestrained abilitv to act 
without'legislative or court review. ' 
Promoters sav 165 won't hurt education. This vear the 
Governor tried to cut school funding $2.3 billion. Cnder Section 
5, paragraph 12.2 no one could stop any Governor from making 
such cuts. 
NOT REFORM 
Promoters say 165 reforms welfare. But real reform would 
include job creation. training and child care and would deal 
with welfare fraud. 165 doesn't. 
Promoters say families on welfare receive the equivalent of 
$1,400 monthly. Actually, the average mother with two young 
children gets $663 a month and $142 in food stamps. 
What promoters don't tell you is that 165 also raises health 
costs for working families and aged, blind and disabled, makes 
it tougher for elderly to avoid premature placement in nursing 
homes and cuts foster home funding. 
NOT THE ANSWER 
165 doesn't answer our fiscal crisis. Most 165 cuts come from 
poor families with young children (AFDC). That entire 
program accounts for just 6% of the state budget. 
TELL THE POLITICIANS YOU DON'T LIKE THE 
HIDDEN CONSEQUENCES IN THEIR BALLOT 
MEASURE, 
:'\0 O:\' 165 
MARILYl'i ERICKSEN 
Executive Director. California Child, fouth & Family Coalition 
GLORIA BLACKWELL 
President. California State Parent Teacher Association (PTA) 
GORDON A. KOOLMAN 
President. California Association of Highway Patrolmen 
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Argument Against Proposition 165 
Don't be misled. 
Proposition 165 will :\OT do what its backers claim. 
They claim 165 is welfare ·'reform". But it really is a giant 
step backward that inflicts new hardships on our most 
vulnerable children, elderlv and disabled. 
They claim 165 is budget ·'reform". But buried within 165's 
long, complex provisions is a constitutional power grab giving 
this or any future Governor dangerous and unprecedented new 
powers. 
:\.TTACKI~G POOR CHILDREN, THE ELDERLY 
A~D DISABLED 
Proposition 165 attempts to exploit public concern over 
welfare by including a few provisions designed to appeal to 
voters. But these provisions fail to mask 165's constitutional 
power grab and punitive attacks on those who need help the 
most. 
Read 165 carefullv. Cnderneath all the rhetoric, you'll find 
that: . 
• 165 WONT PUT WELFARE RECIPIE='iTS TO WORK. 
165 imposes no new work requirement on welfare 
recipients and offers them no new help in getting a job. It 
simply punishes everyone who can't find work. ~o child 
care for single mothers. No job training or placement. :\0 
jobs. Just a 25% cut. 
• 165 HURTS THOSE WHO ~EED HELP THE MOST. 165 
eliminates cost of living increases for foster homes, and for 
needy aged, blind and disabled Californians who have 
nowhere else to turn. And it makes access to Medi-Cal 
more difficult for the working poor and seniors who need 
nursing home care. 
• 165 WONT REDUCE WELFARE FR.;\VD AND WASTE. 
Look for yourself. You will not find a single provision 
eliminating fraud or making welfare administration more 
efficient. 
HOW THE POWER GRAB WORKS 
165 allows the Governor to unilaterally declare emergencies 
under conditions of his own making. 
Cnder 165, FISCAL EMERGE='lCIES WOCLD NOT JUST 
HAPPE;\;, THEY COCLD BE '\-fADE TO H.-\PPEN. If the 
Governor's own political appointees overestimate revenues by 
just 3% the Governor can declare an emergency. Or if the 
Governor prevents the state budget from being adopted on 
time by refusing to work toward consensus, he can declare an 
emergency. 
After declaring an emergency, THE GOVER:'Il'OR CA~ 
REDUCE VIRTUALLY ANY STATE SuPPORTED SERVICE 
BYANYA.\fOUNT. 
Every service not protected by the constitution is at risk: 
• Enforcement of laws protecting consumers, the 
environment and workers on the job. 
• Higher education and schools beyond the minimum 
Proposition 98 guarantee. 
• Fighting AIDS and providing essential health services. 
• Homecare and other services for the disabled and elderlv. 
• Funds to local government for trial courts, health care and 
children's services. 
Once funding is cut, NEITHER THE LEGISLATURE NOR 
THE COURTS CAN OVERTURN THE GOVERNOR. Under 
165 the Governor's action can be overturned only if the 
Governor agrees. 
A Governor intent on controlling the state could coerce the 
legislature, regulatory agencies and even local governments 
into submission merely by threatening to use the arbitrarv, 
unrestrained powers granted by Proposition 165. 
165 OVERTCRNS THE CONSTITIJTIONAL CHECKS A.\'D 
BAL-\.'-iCES WE RELY ON TO PROTECT OUR FREEDO~f. 
~O ONE PERSON SHOuLD HAVE THIS \-fCCH 
UNRESTRAINED POWER. EVER. 
PLEASE JOIN WITH US TO DEFEAT THIS DANGEROCS 
AND HVRTFUL POWER GRAB. 
VOTE NO ON PROPOSITION 165. 
ROBYN C. PRUD'HOMME-BAtiER 
President. League of Women Voten of California 
REVEREND LES L. SAuER 
Executive Committee, California Council of Churches 
JOHN F. ALLARD 
Board ,Member, National Council of Senior Citizens 
Rebuttal to Argument Against Proposition 165 
Consider who's opposing Proposition 165: public employee 
unions, the welfare lobby and special interests who benefit 
from higher taxes and more government spending. 
They're not concerned \vith your rights as taxpayers. 
They're saying, "Be happy with the way welfare works now." 
Some are even suing our state to double California's already 
very high welfare grant. , 
They're not concerned with power grabs-they're really 
concerned about their own spending programs. 
PROP 165 LEAVES .-\LL CONSTITUTIO~AL CHECKS 
A.'-iD BAL\NCES IN PLACE: 
• Gives Governor "last resort" budget-balancin15 authority 
similar to Governors in 44 other states. and then onlv if 
legislators fail to balance the budget. . 
• EXEylPTS SCHOOLS FROM CUTS. 
• GIVES GOVER~OR NO POWER TO RAISE TAXES. 
• LEGISLATURE CAN OVERRIDE HIM. 
• THE COURTS' POWERS RE'\-fAIN U~CH.-\NGED. 
PROP 165: 
• Restructures the svstem so it pays to get a job rather than 
just collect welfare. 
• Complements already existing job training and child care 
pro15rams for welfare mothers. 
• Offers teenage welfare mothers child care and cash 
incentives to stav in school. 
• Has no effect on costs or access to health care for poor 
children. elderlv and disabled. 
OPPO;\jE:-..iTS CL\Iyf .-\ 25% WELFARE CLl. BeT WHE~ 
:\.DDITIO;\jAL FOOD STAyfPS ARE CONSIDERED. THE 
CUT IS ONLY 11 % - ,.\;\jD WE'LL STILL BE P :\.YI:"iG 
:\.'\-IO:'\G THE HIGHEST GRA;\jTS I;\j A.\-fERICA. 
Prop 165 stops automatic increases in spending and taxes. 
avoids Washington-style deficits for California, protects 
education, and saves millions by forcing politicians to pass a 
budget on time, or permanently forfeit their salary every day 
they're late. 
RUSSELL S. GOULD 
Secretary of Health and Welfare 
State of California 
INGRID AZVEDO 
Former Chair 
Federal Council on ,-1~ing 
JOHN A. ARGL'ELLES 
Retired Justice 
California Supreme Court 




Proposition 164: Text of Proposed Law 
This Initiative measure is submitted to the people in accordance with the 
provisions of Article II. Section!; of the Constitution. 
This initiative measure adds a section to the Elections Code: therefore. new 
prolisions proposed to be added are printed in italic type to indicate that the\' are 
new. 
PROPOSED LAW 
THE CALIFORNIA TERM LIMITATIONS ACT OF 1992 
SECTION 01\E. TITLE. This act shall be known and mav be cited as "The 
California Term Limitations Act of 1992." . 
SECTI01\ nvo. FINDINGS AND DECL-\RATIO:\,S. The People of the 
State of California herebv find and declare as follows: 
(a I Federal officeholders who remain in office for extended periods of time 
become preoccupied with their own reelection and for that reason devote more 
effort to campaigning for their office than making legislative decisions for the 
benefit of the People of California. 
(b I Federal officeholders have become too closely aligned with the special 
interest groups who provide contributions and support for their reelection 
campaigns, give them special favors. and lobby the House of Representatives and 
Senate for special interest legislation, all of which create corruption or the 
appearance of corruption of the legislative system. 
I C I Entrenched incumbency has discouraged qualified citizens from seeking 
office and has led to a lack of competitiveness and a decline in robust debate on 
issues of importance to the People of California. 
(d) Due to the apoearance of corruption and the lack of competition for the 
legislative seats held by entrenched incumbents, there has been a reduction in 
voter participation which is counter-productive in a representative democracy. 
(e i The citizens of this state have a compelling interest in preventing 
corruption and the appearance of corruption by limiting the number of terms 
which any Senator or Representative representing the People of this state may 
serve. 
(f\ The citizens of this state have a compelling interest in preserving the 
integrity of the ballot by promoting competitive elections and limiting the 
influence of special interests upon entrenched incumbent legislators. 
(g) The citizens of this state have a compelling interest in voting for the 
candidate or candidates of their choice. and in standing for and holding elective 
office, and in preventing the perpetual monopolization of elective offices by 
incumbents. 
(h) the citizens of this state have a compelling interest in extending the equal 
protection of the laws by ensuring that more of the People of this state have an 
equal opportunity to stand for and hold elective office. 
SECTION THREE. PURPOSE AND INTE!I.'T. The People of the State of 
California declare their purpose and intent in enacting this legislation to be as 
follows: 
(a) To promote. protect, and defend the compelling interest of the citizens of 
this state in preventing corruption and the appearance of corruption among the 
federal legislative representatives of this state by limiting the number of terms in 
which any Senator or Representative may hold his or her office. 
(b) To promote. protect. and defend the compelling interest of the citizens of 
this state in preserving the integrity of the ballot by ensuring, to the greatest 
extent permitted by law. competitive elections without the corrupting influences 
of special Interests upon entrencned Incumbents. 
I c' To Dromote. protect and defend the right of the citizens of this state. 
guaranteed bv the First AmenClment to the United States Constitution. to vote for 
the candidates of their choice. and to stand for and hold elective office. b, 
curtailing the effects of entrenched incumbency and freely permitting write'ln 
candidacies. 
Id) To promote, protect. and defend the right of the citizens of this state to 
equal prote 'lon of the laws. guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment to the 
United States Constitution, by giving more of the citizens of this state the 
opportunity to stand for and hold elective office. 
SECTIO\ FOuR. LI~ITATI01\ 01\ BALLOT ACCESS BY FEDERAL 
LEGISLAm'E CANDIDATES. Section 25003 is herebv added to the Califorrua 
Elections Code to read as follows: . 
25003. (0) FEDERAL LEGISLATIVE CANDIDATES; BALLOT 
A CCESS. Notwithstanding an!! other provision of law. the Secretary of State. or 
other electIOn official authorized by law. shall not accept or verify the signatures 
on any noml1lation paper for any person. nor shall he or she certify or place on 
the list of certified candidates. nor print or cause to be printed on any bailot. 
ballot pamvhlet. sample ballot or ballot label the name of any person. who does 
either of the follOWing: 
( 1) Seeks to become a candidate for a seat in the United States House of 
Representatives. and who. by the end of the then current term of office will haVe 
served. or but for resignation would have served, as a member of the United States 
House of Representatives representing any portion or district of the State of 
California during six or more of the previous eleven years; 
/2) Seeks to become a canaidate for a seat in the United States Senate. and 
who, by the end of the then current term of office will have served, or but for 
resignation would have served. as a member of the United States Senate 
representing the State of California during twelve or mOTe of the previous 
seventeen /lears. 
(b) "WRITE-IN" CANDIDACIES. Nothing in this section shall be construed 
as preventing or prohibiting any qualified voter of this state from casting a ballot 
for any person by writing the name of that person on the liailot, or from having 
such a ballot counted or tabulated. nor shall any provision of this section be 
construed as preventing or prohibiting any person from standing or campaigning 
for any elective office by means of a "write-in" campaign. 
(c) CONSTROCTION. Nothing in this section shall be construed as 
preventing or prohibiting the name of any person from appearing on the ballot 
at any direct primary or general election unless that person is specifically 
prohibited from doing so by the provisions of subdivision (oJ, and to that end the 
prov'isions of subdivision (a) shall be strictly construed. 
SECTIO"!\ FIVE. APPLICATIOt-<. This act shall take effect and be 
applicable to federal legislative candidates whose terms of office begin on or after 
January 1. 1993. Service prior to January I, 1993 shall not be counted for the 
purpose of this act. 
SECTI07\ SIX. SEVERABILITI'. If anv/rovision of this act shall be held bv 
a court of competent jurisdiction to be invaii or unconstitutional for any reason, 
such invalidity or unconstitutionality shall not affect the other prOvisions of this 
act, and to that end the provisions of this act are severable. 
Proposition 165: Text of Proposed Law 
This initiative measure is submitted to the people in accordance with the 
provisions of Article II, Section 8 of the Constitution. 
This initiative measure expressly amends the Constitution by amending and 
adding sections thereto, and amends, repeals, and adds sections to the Welfare 
and Institutions Code; therefore, existing provisions proposed to be deleted are 
printed in MPiIteettt ~ and new provisions proposed to be added are printed in 
italic type to indicate that they are new. 
PROPOSED LAW 
GOVERNMEI\TT ACCOU!,\'TABILITY AND 
TAXPAYER PROTECTION ACT OF 1992 
SECTION 1. This initiative measure shall be known and mav be cited as the 
Government Accountability and Taxpayer Protection Act of 1992. 
SECTION 2. Despite repeated attempts by the people to limit the size of 
government programs. the public sector continues to grow faster than our ability 
to pay for it. California's taxpayers must now work well into the fifth month of the 
year to earn enough income to pav all our taxes. 
This is a burden that can onlv become more and more onerous. The reasons 
why are autopilot spending progTams, or entitlements-the prime engine driving 
California's perennial overspending. 
California's fiscal imbalance is also reflected by a growing social imbalance. In 
the past few years, welfare case loads have escalated at a growth rate four times 
faster than our general population. 
While California's tax-receivers grow quickly in numbers. California taxpayers 
are starting to flee our State. This leaves California with proportionalll' fewer 
taxpayers, and State government in a perpetual budget crisis. :'\0 matter how 
robust our economy becomes, the State will not be able to finance existing 
programs at current levels with prcyected tax revenues. 
This is why welfare reform and budget reform are one and the same. The 
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State's fiscal future is in jeopardy and reforms of the budget process, including 
reform of significant programs of public expenditure which have heretofore 
mandated automatic increases \vithout regard to the capacity of the State fisc, 
must be adopted immediately. 
We are willing to finance essential services. We believe that the State has a 
responsibility to look after the welfare of individuals in need. But we declare that 
every citizen also has an obligation to do their best to contribute to the welfare of 
society. 
~early 77 percent of the State general fund budget is spent on primary and 
secondary education, and health and welfare programs. While education accounts 
for 44.9 percent of that budget, an existing constitutional initiative (Proposition 
98) prohibits any substantial reduction in educational funding. 
The existing budget process is not designed to reduce spending; there is no 
expeditious mechanism for correcting spending during the fiscal year when 
revenue projections are not met or caseload growth exceeds projections. 
The people believe it is time to take our destiny in our own hands. 
In order to restore accountability to our government, we the people further 
find that it is necessarv to reform the budget process and the welfare system and 
do hereby enact The Government Accountability and Taxpayer Protection Act of 
1992. 
SECTI01\ 3. Section 31 of Article I of the California Constitution is added, to 
read: 
SEC 31. The people of the State of California find and declare that limiting 
the tax burden and reducing the size and cost of government are matters of 
statewide concern and that substantial reform of the State's budget process. 
including addressing major automatic spending requirements, is necessary. 
The rapidly rising costs of public assistance must be controlled if overall 
government spendinll. is to be reduced. Public assistance is not a fundamental 




regulations designed to minimize the burden upon toxpayers. 
The present open-ended welfare system and the comparatively high level of 
California s grants encourage intergenerational welfare dependency, provide a 
strong disincentive against recipients seeking employment, and promote 
disintegration of the family. 
Welfare was desi~ned an~ intended primarily as a safety net to provide 
emergency aid for a limIted time. Welfare must be returned to its proper role as a 
transition to gainful employment and self-determination and must include an 
element of mutual obligation between government and the recipient. 
To accomplish these goals, the California welfare system must be substantially 
restructured to put less emphasis on unconditional public aid and more emphasis 
on value.r funtiamentol to a free society: personal responsibility, selfsuf]lciency, 
employment.. and family. 
SECTION 4. Section 12 of Article IV, of the California Constitution is 
amended, to read: 
SEC. 12. (a) ~~MMW~efeaeft~~~ The Governor 
shall, by March / of each calendar year, submit to the Legislature, with an 
explanatory message, a budget for the ensuing fiscal year containing itemized 
statements for recorrunended State expenditures and estimated State revenues. If 
recommended expenditures exceed estimated revenues, the Governor shall 
recommend the sources from which the additional revenues ~ shall be 
provided. 
(b) The Governor and the Governor-elect may require a State agency, officer 
or employee to furnish whatever information is deemed necessary to prepare the 
budget. 
(c) The budget shall be accompanied by a budget bill itemizing recommended 
expenditures. The bill shall be introduced immediately in each house by the 
persons chairing the committees that consider appropriations. The Legislature 
shall pass the budget bill by midnildtt on June 15 of each year. Until the budget 
bill has been enacted, the Legislature shall not send to the Governor for 
consideration any bill appropriating funds for expenditure during the fiscal year 
for which the budget bill is to be enacted, except emergency bills recorrunended 
by the Governor or appropriations for the salaries and expenses of the 
Legislature. Notwithstanding Article Ill, Section 4, Article IV, Section 4, if the 
Legislature fails to pass a buiiget bill by June /5, the Governor and the members 
of the Legislature shail forfeit all salary, travel expenses, and living expenses 
until such time as a budget bill is passed and signed by the Governor. No 
compeTlSQtion shall be paid retroactively to the Governor or the members of the 
Legislature for salary, travel expenses, and living expenses forfeited under the 
provisions of this section. 
(d) No bill except the budget bill may contain more than one item of 
appropriation, and that for one certain, expressed purpose. Appropriations from 
the General Fund of the State, except appropriations for the public schools, are 
void unless passed in each house by rollcall vote entered in the journal, two thirds 
of the membership concurring. 
(e) The Legislature may control the submission, approval, and enforcement of 
budgets and the filing of claims for all State agencies. 
SECTION 5. Sections 12.2, 12.5 and 1.2.7 of Article IV of the California 
Constitution are added, to read: 
SEC. /2.2. (a) Whenever the budget bili has not been passed and signed by 
July /, the Governor may declare a state of fiscal emergency. When a fiscal 
emergency has been declared, the prior year budget, adjusted as required by 
Article XII/, Section 25; Article XIII B. Sections 6 and 8, Article XVl, Section 8, and 
Stote debt service, shall become the Stotes operational budget and shall remain 
in effect until the Legislature passes and the Governor signs a budget bi//. In 
orae"r to bring anticipated revenues and expenditures for the fiscal year into 
balance, the Governor may immediately propose reductions in any category of 
expenditure, including any State entitlement.. except expenditures required by 
Article XII/, Section 25; Article XI liB, Sections 6 and 8, funding for education as 
provided in Article XVl, Section 8, and Stote debt serr;ice. 
(b) Any reductions proposed under subdivision (a) shall become effectit'e 30 
days after the proposal is transmitted to the Legislature unless. prior to the end of 
the JO-day-ca/endar period, the Legislature passes the budget bill and the bill is 
signed by the Governor. 
SEC. /2.5. (a) After the budget bill has been enacted. the Governor may 
declare a state of fiscal emergencfJ and, in order to bring anticipated State 
General Fund revenue.r and expenditures for the llScai year into balance. may 
reduce any category of expenditure, including any State entitlement, except 
expenditures protected by Article Xlll Section 25; Article XIII B, Sections 6 and 8, 
fundin~or education as provided in Article XVl Section 8, and State debt 
service i at the end of any quarter: 
(/) umulative ]ISCIJI year State General Fund cash receipts fall at least three 
percent (3%) below revenues as estimated by the Department of Finance upon 
enactment of the budget; or 
(2) Cumulative ]ISCIJI year State General Fund expenditures exceed budgeted 
amounts by three percent (3%); or 
(3) Cumulative ]ISCIJI year State General Fund cash receipts fall at least one 
and one-half percent (/ % %) below revenues as estimated by the Department of 
Finance upon enactment of the budget and cumulative ]ISCIJI year expenditures 
exceed budgeted amounts by at least one and one-half percent (/ % %). 
For purposes of this provision. a quarter is any three month period ending 
September JO. December 3/, or March 31. 
( b) A ny reduction proposed under subdivision (a) shal/ become effective 30 
days after the proposal is transmitted to the Legislature unless, prior to the end of 
the JO-day-calendar period, the Legislature enacts in each house by rol/call LYJte 
entered in the journal, two thirds of the membership concurring, alternate 
legislation to bring anticipated revenue.r and expenditures for the ]lScai year into 
balance and that legislation is signed by the Governor. 
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SEC 12.7. (a) When a stote of fiscal emergency has been declared pursuant 
to Sections /2.2 or 12.5. the Governor may, by Executive Order. reduce the salaries 
of State employees or furlough State employees, provided that the totol reduction 
from such actions does not exceed five percent (5%) of an employees salary in 
any pay period. 
(b) The Governor may not reduce the salary of or furlough a State employee 
during the agreed upon term of a Memorandum of Understonding that has been 
negotiated pursuant to Chapter /0.3 (commencing with Section 3512), Division 4. 
Title / of the Government Code, which covers the terms and conditions of 
employment for such employee, unless the Memorandum of Understanding itself 
al/ows such actions to be token by the Governor or his or her designee. 
(C! The issuance of an Executive Order pursuant to subdivision (a) shall not 
be subjed to Chapter /0.3 (commencing with Section 35/2), Division 4, Title / of 
the Government Code or the provISIOns of any other State law governing salary 
setting for State offlCtm and employees. 
(d) As used in this section, the term "employee" or "State employee" includes 
thase employees defined in Government Code Section /98/5(d). 
SECTION 6. Section 11254 of the Welfare and Institutions Code is added to 
read: 
1J254. (a) Subjed to subdivision (b), in the case of any individual who is 
under the age of /8 and has never married, and who has a dependent child in his 
or her care: 
( 1) Such individual may receive aid under this chapter for the individual and 
such child, ,if otherwise eligible, only if such individual and child reside in a 
place of ;esidence maintaIned by a, parent, ~g~l guardian, or other adult relative 
of such IndIVidual as such parent s, guardlOn s or adult relative's own home or 
reside in a foster home, maternity home, or other adult-supervised suppartive 
living arrangement; and 
(2) Such aid, where possible, shall be provided to the parent, legal guardian or 
other adult relative on behalf of such individual. 
(b) Subdivision (a) does not apply in the case where: 
(J) Such individual has na parent or legal guardian of his or her own who is 
living and whose whereabouts are knawn; 
. (~). No livi.ng ,Parent or legal guardian of such individual allows the 
mdlvidual to l,ve In the home of such parent or guardian; 
(3) It is determined that the physicol or emotional health or safety of such 
individual or child would be jeopardized if such individual and child lived in 
the same residence with such individuals own parent or legal guardian; 
(4) Such individual lived apart from his or her parent or legal guardian for a 
period of at least one year before either the birth of any such child or the 
individual having made application for aid under this chapter; or 
(5) It is determined in accordance with federal regulations that there is good 
cause for waiving the provisions of subdivision (a). 
SECTION 7. Section 11450 of the Welfare and Institutions Code is amended, 
to read: 
11450. (a) (1) 1'.or the first six 1!'onths that l!it! is paid, ~ aid shall be paid 
for each needy family, which shall mclude all eligIble brothers and sisters of each 
eligible applicant or recipient c~d and th~ parents of the children, but shall not 
mclude unborn children, or reclplents of aid under Chapter 3 (corrunencing with 
Sectio~ 12000), q~~ for aid under.this chapter. In determining the amount of 
ald paid, the famdy s mcome, exclUSIve of any amounts considered exempt as 
income or paid pursuant to subdivision (e) or Section 11453.1 shall be deducted 
from the sum specified in Section 11452, as adjusted fer. eestlefJli, iftg ifteretI!te5 
pursuant to Section 11453 tHt6 paragrapft +iT ef sliBeioisteft -fe1- ef Seefteft 
1 HfjQ/ll196 . In no case shall the amount of aid paid for each month exceed the 
sum speCified in the following table, as adjusted fer eestlefJli, iftg iaereases 
pursuant to Section HW //453.05 aM IIMagrapft ~ ef 9\tB8i:, isieft ~ ef Seeeea 
.J:.H;Q , plus any special needs, as specified in subdivisions ~ (e) ; and (f): 
Number of eligible needy Maximum 
persons in the same home aid 
1 ................................................... $326 293 
2 ................................................... ea6 482 
3 ................................................... 6e3 597 
4 ................................................... +88 709 
5 ................................................... 8Q9 809 
6................................................... ~ 909 
7................................................... ~ 998 
8 ................................................... i;ilQ9 /,088 
9 ................................................. ~ 1,175 
10 et' - .................................. l;493 1,263 
Payments shall be made under this paragraph only when the family 
has not reCI!Jved aid under this section for a period of twenty-four (24) 
consecutive months prior to the first month of aid. 
If wfteft: aM ~ !!left MIe! til tile ~ StMet ge, el'ftllleftt ifterettte9 8P 
Eieerell!le, ie eeftftoiln!Hell!l itt tIIM_ee ef ttee8,. eftiWreft itt .m, Mte aiIe¥e 8P 
Belew tile lHft8I!ftf pai6 8ft lttI,o -l-; ~ ~ __ speeifteti itt tile aiIe¥e tiIIMe 
~ Be mere_a 8P aeeretllee e,. aft amet!M ~ te ... tfterettte 8P 8eerettte 
B,. ~ ~ Shtte! ge, e_eftt, preWIee .w M tfterettte 8P 8eerettte ~ Be 
~ te 9\thSe~1 a8jll!lftIeftt f'W9\tIIM te SeeHett +I:Wr 
(2) After aid has been received for any si:r manths pursuant to paragraph (/), 
the maxImum aid for the seventh and subsequent months shall be reduced by /5 
percent of the amounts specified in paragraph (/), as adjusted in accordance 
with Section / /453.05. This reduction shall not be applied to families in which all 
parents or other caretaker relatives living in the home are age (j() or over, or are 
disabled and receiving benefits pursuant to Section /2200 or Section 12300 OT 
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!L·herc the caretaker j" a non-need" nOTI-parent reIGl/L·C. or. !L·here ali IJart!1lts /1; 
. the aSSIStance untt arc under the a{!e of 19 and re{!uiariu attendllll!. school ar thl 
hlflh schooi level or lower or an equlI'aienl vocatIOnal or technical tralnllll!. 
prO{lram 
iOI For purposes or determmm;: the maxImum aid pOlimeni as specifIed ill 
subdivision la,. thejamil!' .1'1:;1' shall not bf increasea for a child who !L·a.\ 
conceived while either the father or the mother of the child was receivin{! aId 
under this sectIon. until the famil!, ha.1 llOt received aid under thH section for a 
penod of twenty/our 124, consecutive months. 
ICI Notwithstanding the maximum aid payments as specified in subdivision 
1Q).families who have resided in this state forless than twelve (]2) months shall 
be paid an amount calculated in accordance with subdivision la). but not to 
crceed the maximum aid payment that could have been recerred from the state of 
prior resIdence. 
~ ~ _ ~ itt I'M'a~al'il .;+,. ~ fHH ~ ~ fe!' ees!ietlii ,~1I1!! 
fe!'~~ ~ ~ ~~ __ 
~ tM+ 8fttettftt ~ ~ itt fM. t-e fer. eaiellialilll!! 8ft¥ ~Ietl~ 
i~ fer. Itft¥ ~ ¥eM tilepeattep. 61ilftilllltlell et fM. ~/etl~ 
lIajllstlftellf ~ fe ~ I'apa!!!!'al'iI ~ ~ ~ peEjllipelftellts et ~ 
~ 1IfItl!'le tttHftef. feallefiell ~ ~ fft8E!e ~ fe +ftM ~ 
4+ W!!ett ~ fftf!Iit.,. tlee! fHH a tteeft¥ efttIe ~ fe!' !lift IH't6ef. ~ 
~ ate ~ ~ ~ fe a I'pe~lIallt ~ itt the 8fttettftt wftteft wettitl 
ethel'\O'ise ~ ~ fe eM' ~~ itt slleEli, isiell +!tr. if ~ Il'Iefftep, ~ 
~ if ~ wettitl fttt¥e fe!' ate ~ tM ~ \'epifieliliell et 
::f:::e~. ~ ~ ~ ~ a eellaihell et eli~ieilit: fe!' ate ttft6.ep tM 
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!d) For children receiving AFDC-FC under this chapter. there shall be paid, 
exclusive of any amount considered exempt as income, an amount of aid each 
month which, when added to the child's income, is equal to the rate specified in 
Section 11460, 11461, 11462, 11462.1, or 11463. In addition, the child shall be 
eligible for special needs. as specified in departmental regulations. 
I e I In addition to the amounts payable under subdivision (a I and Section 
11453,1, a family shall be entitled to receive an allowance for recurring special 
needs not common to a majority of recipients. These recurring special needs shall 
include, but not be limited to, special diets upon the recommendation of a 
physician for circumstances other than pregnancy, and unusual costs of 
transportation, laundry, housekeeping service, telephone, and utilities. The 
recurring special needs allowance for each family per month shall not exceed that 
amount resulting from multiplying the sum of ten dollars (810) by the number of 
recipients in the familv who are eligible for assistance. 
(f) After a family has used all available liqUid resources, both exempt and 
nonexempt, in excess of one hundred dollars (8100), the family shall also be 
entitled to receive an allowance for nonrecurring special needs. 
(1) An allowance for nonrecurring special needs shall be granted for 
replacement of clothing and household equipment and for emergencv housing 
needs other than those needs addressed by paragraph (2). These needs shall be 
caused bv sudden and unusual circumstances bevond the control of the needy 
family. The department shall establish the allowance for each of the nonrecurring 
special need items. The sum of all nonrecurring special needs prOvided by this 
subdivision shall not exceed six hundred dollars ($600) per event. 
(2) Homeless assistance is available to a homeless family seeking shelter when 
the family is eligible for aid under this chapter. Homeless assistance for temporarY 
shelter is also available to homeless families which are apparently eligible for aid 
under this chapter. Apparent eligibility exists when evidence presented by the 
applicant or which is otherwise available to the county welfare department and 
the information provided on the application documents indicate that there would 
be eligibility for aid under this chapter if the evidence and information were 
verified. However, an alien applicant who does not provide verification of his or 
her eligible alien status, or a woman with no eligible children who does not 
provide medical verification of pregnancy, is not apparently eligible for purposes 
of this section. 
A family is considered homeless, for the purpose of this section, when the 
family lacks a fixed and regular nighttime residence: or the family has a primarY 
nighttime residence that is a supervised publicly or privately operated shelter 
designed to provide temporary living accommodations: or the familv is residing in 
a public or private place not designed for, or ordinarily used as, a regular sleeping 
accommodation for human beings. 
(A) (i) A nonrecurring special need of thirty dollars (830) a day shall be 
available to families for the costs of temporary shelter, subject to the 
requirements of this paragraph. County welfare departments may increase the 
daily amount available for temporary shelter to large families as necessary to 
secure the additional bed space needed by the family. 
Iii) This special need shall be granted or denied immediately upon the family's 
application for homeless assistance, and benefits shall be available for up to three 
working days. The county welfare department shall verify the family's 
homelessness within the first three working days and if the family meets the 
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critena of auestionable homelessness established by the department. the count\' 
wE'lfare department shall refer the famil\' to its early fraud preventIOn and 
detectIOn umt. if the count,· has such a umt. for assistance in the verification of 
homeiessness within tnlS penod 
I iii· After homeiessness has been verified, the three-da\' limit shall be 
extended for a penod of time which. when added to the initial benefits provided, 
does not exceed a totai of 16 calendar days. This extension of benefits shall be 
done in mcrements of one week and shall be based upon searching for permanent 
housing whICh shall be documented on a housing search form: good cause: or 
other circumstances defined by the department. Documentation of housing 
search shall be required for the initial extension of benefits beyond the three-day 
limit and on a weeki\' basis thereafter as long as the family is receiving temporan' 
shelter benefits. Good cause shall include. but is not limited to, situations in which 
the count\· welfare department has determined that the familv, to the extent it is 
capable, has made a good faith but unsuccessful effort to secure permanent 
housing while receiving temporary shelter benefits. 
(B! A nonrecurring special need for permanent housing assistance is available 
to pay for last month's rent and security deposits when these payments are 
reasonable conditions of securing a residence. 
The last month's rent portion of the payment (1) shall not exceed 80 percent of 
the family's maxunum aid payment without special needs for a family of that SIze 
and (2) shall only be made to families that have found permanent housing costing 
no more than 80 percent of the family's maximum aid payment without special 
needs for a family of that size. in accordance with the maximum aid schedule 
specified in subdi\ision I a I. 
However, if the county welfare department determines that a family intends to 
reside with individuals who will be sharing housing costs, the county welfare 
department shall, in appropriate circumstances, set aside the condition specified 
in clause (2) of the preceding paragraph. 
ICI The nonrecumng special need for permanent housing assistance is also 
available to cover the standard costs of deposits for utilities which are necessary 
for the health and safet\· of the familv. . 
ID) A payment for or denial of permanent housing assistance shall be issued 
no later than one working day from the time that a family presents evidence of 
the availability of permanent housing. IT an applicant family provides evidence of 
the availability of permanent housing before the county welfare department has 
established eligibility for aid under this chapter, the county welfare department 
shall complete the eligibility determination so that the denial of or payment for 
permanent housing assistance is issued within one working day from the 
submission of evidence of the aVailability of permanent housing, unless the family 
has failed to provide all of the verification necessary to establish eligibility for aid 
under this chapter. 
(E) Eligibility for the temporary shelter assistance and the permanent housing 
assistance pursuant to this paragraph shall be limited to once every 24 months. 
The countv welfare department shall report to the department, through a 
statewide homeless assistance payment indicator system, necessary data, as 
requested bv the department, regarding all recipients of aid under this 
paragraph. 
if) The county welfare departments. and all other entities participating in the 
costs of the AFDC program, have the right in their share to any refunds resulting 
from payment of the permanent housing, However, if an emergency requires the 
family to move within the 24-month period specified in subparagraph (E), the 
family shall be allowed to use any refunds received from its deposits to meet the 
costs of moving to another residence. 
(G) Payments to providers for temporary shelter and permanent hOusing and 
utilities shall be made on behaH of families requesting these payments, 
(H) The daily amount for the temporary shelter special need for homeless 
assistance may be increased if authorized by the current year's Budget Act by 
specifying a different daily allowance and appropriating the funds therefor, 
II) No payment shall be made pursuant to this paragraph unless the provider 
of housing is a commercial establishment, shelter, or person in the business of 
renting properties who has a history of renting properties, 
(g) The department shall establish rules and regulations assuring the uniform 
application statewide of this subdivision, 
(h) The department shall notify all applicants and recipients of aid through 
the standardized application form that these benefits are available and shall 
provide an opportunity for recipients to apply for the funds quickly and 
efficientlv. 
Ii) Except for the purposes of Section 15200, the amounts payable to recipients 
pursuant> to Section 11453.1 shall not constitute part of the payment schedule set 
forth in subdivision (a). 
The amounts payable to recipients pursuant to Section 11453.1 shall not 
constitute income to recipients of aid under this section, 
SECTION 8. Section 11450.2 of the Welfare and Institutions Code is 
amended, to read: 
11450,2, (a) The department shall implement a system to provide for 
supplemental payments to needy families qualified for aid under this chapter, 
when, because of a change in reported financial circumstances occurring between 
the "budget month" ana the "payment month," a family's net available income 
for the payment month is less than 80 percent of the amount set forth in 
slleei ,;siells -ffIt ~ 4\. ef Section 11450, as adjusted fe!' ees~aflli, iftg ~
pursuant to Section ~ 11453.05 ~ ft9 I'peoieee itt sIIeaioisi811 ~ et 
~ HJIea. The svstem shall provide all of the following: 
(1) Families shail be informed of the availability of supplemental payments 
and of the necessity that a familv request the payments in order for them to be 
prOvided. This information shall be provided in writing at the time of application 
in the written statements of recipients' rights, and shall also be provided orally by 
the eligibility worker at the time of the initial interview and at each annual 
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redetermination. A request form shall be sent monthly to all families which have 
reported income. . 
(2) That supplemental payments shall be paid in an amount necessary to raISe 
the familv's net available income in the payment month to 80 percent of the 
amount set forth in !Hh8:i ';Si8ft -t1I+ ei Section 11450, as adjusted fer e8s~8flli, mg 
iHet'eties pursuant to Section ~ 11 453.05 ~ as ~ itt 911h8:i ,;!!i8ft +et 
ei &eeft8tt HW. 
(3) That supplemental payments shall not be considered income when 
calculating the amount of the grant to be paid in future months. . 
i 4) That supplemental pavments or written notice of action. shall be Issued 
within seven working days o( a request. Payments shall only ~ lS~ed for those 
months in which a request has been made and a family IS ehglble for the 
supplement. A request shall be made in the month for which the supplemental 
paYment is requested. . . 
'(5) That no supplemental payment shall be made to any family, if, under the 
federal Aid to Families with Dependent Children prograx,n, the payments would 
be counted as income, regardless of the source of the funding for the aid payment 
of the family. . 
(6) That no overpayment or underpayment shall be determined for ,a 
supplemental payment which was correctly computed based on the family s 
reasom:ble estimate of the income and other circumstances for the payment 
month. A family shall not be eligible for more thm one supplemental payment 
per month. 
(b ) For purposes of this section: 
il) "Budget month" and "payment month" shall be consistent with the use of 
these terms in Section 11450.5. 
(2) ";\let available income" means the sum of the following.: . 
(A) Total net nonexempt income in the paYment month WIthout deduction of 
either the thirty dollars ($30) plus one-third of earned income or the thirty dollars 
($30) disregard deductions. . 
(8) Anv child or spousal support received by the family pursumt to Section 
602 (a) (8) (A) (vi) of Title 42 of the United States Code md as that statute may 
hereafter be amended. 
(C) The grmt for the payment month before overpayment a?justments. . 
(3) "~eedy family" means a family aided pursuant ~o. thiS chapter. T~ls 
includes a familv that is in a single month of suspellSlon reSUlting from the receipt 
of income. . 
(4) "Grmt" means the amount of aid paid to the needy family pursumt to 
9l1htii, i8i8ft ~ ei Section 11450, but does not include any amounts paid pursumt 
to subdivision (e) of Section 11450 or Section 11453.1. 
SECTION 9. Section 11450.7 of the Welfare and Institutions Code is added, to 
read: l h' 
11450.7. For the purposes of encouraging teenage parents to comp ete t efT 
high school educatiOn, the Cal Learn Program shall supplement or red,!ce aId 
paid pursuant to this chapter based on school attendance. Cal Learn applies only 
to schooling at the high school level or lower or to an eqUIValent vo~ational or 
technical training program. The Cal Learn Program shall be applIed to each 
recipient of aid under this chapter who is under age 1. 9 and who I~ a parent, 
including parents of unborn children. In addition to any amounts paid pursua~t 
to Section 11450, a family shall befaid fifty dollars ($SO) for each month m 
which the teen parent attends schoo witFi;1O more than four absences. of whIch 
no more than two absences can be une:rcused. Notwithstanding Section 11450. the 
amount of aid paid to a family eligible for aid under this chapter shall be 
reduced Iiy Jifty dollars ($SO) for each month in wh~h the teen parent ~ more 
than two unexcused absences. The amount of aid paid pursuant to Section 11450 
shall not be changed for months in which the teen parent has more than four 
absences but not more than two unexcused absences. . 
The provisions of this section shall be implemented to the e:rtent permItted by 
federal law and only if federal funds are avollable. 
Child care assistance shall oe provide~ under the Cal Learn Program to the 
e:rtent permitted by federal law and only if federal funds are avO/lable. 
SECTION 10. Section 11453 of the WeIf.ire and lnstitutions Code is amended 
to read: < h' 
11453. (a) Except as prOvided in subdivision (c), the amounts set rort In 
Section 11452 eM sti88:i, i8ieft ~ ei Seefteft H4e9 shall be adjusted .annuallv by 
the department to reflect my increases or decreases In the cost of livmg. ~~se 
adjustments shall become effective July 1 of each year. The cost-of-hvlng 
adjustment shall be calculated by the Commission on State Fin~ce b~ed on the 
changes in the California Necessities Index, whic~ as used m tru:o ,section means 
the weighted average changes for food, clothing, ~uel. utilities, ~ent, and 
transportation for low-income consumers. The computation of annual adjustments 
in the California Necessities Index shall be made in accordance WIth the followmg 
steps: . 
(1) The base period expenditure amounts for each expenditure category 
within the California Necessities Index used to compute the annual grant 
adjustment are: 
Food .......................................... , ....................... $ 3,027 
Clothin~ (d!parel and upkeep) .............................. ,....... ~ 
~;:z~~~?~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: t:~ 
Total .......... , .................................... , .............. ,. .nO,602 
(2) Based on the appropriate components of the Consumer Price Inde:c for All 
Urban Consumers. as published by the United States Department ot Labor. 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, the percentage chmge shall be determined for the 
12-month period ending with the December preceding the vear for which the 
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cost-of-living adjustment will take effect, for each expenditure category Specified 
in subdivision (a) within the follOwing geographical areas: Los Angeles-Long 
Beach-Anaheim, Sm Francisco-Oakland. Sm Diego, and, to the extent statistically 
valid information is available from the Bureau of Labor Statistics. additional 
geographical areas within the state which include not less than 80 percent of 
recipients of aid under this chapter. . 
(3) Calculate a weighted percentage change for each of the expenditure 
categories specified in subdivision (a) using the applicable weighting factors for 
each area used bv the State Department of Industrial Relations to calculate the 
California Consumer Price Index (CCPI). 
(4) Calculate a category adjustment factor for each expenditure category in 
subdivision (a) by (1) adding 100 tEl the applicable weighted percentage chmge 
as determined in paragraph (2) and (2) dividing the sum by 100. 
(5) Determine the expenditure amounts for the current year by multiplying 
each expenditure amount determined for the prior year by the applicable 
category adjustment factor dete~ed in paragraph (4). , 
(6) Determine the overall adjustment factor by diViding (1) the sum of the 
expenditure amounts as determined in paragraph (4) for the ~~ent year by (2) 
the sum of the expenditure amounts as determmed In subdiViSion (d) for the 
prior year. ".
(b) The overall adjustment factor determmed by the preceding computation 
~s!!~f':8:=!ie~~!~e=~e:r:Si:be~= J~u::~~o~~~~o~fY~; 
preceding the fiscal vear in which the adjustments are to occur md the product 
rounded to the nearest dollar. The resultmt amounts shall constitute the new 
schedules which shall be filed with the Secretary of State. 
+er +l+ ~ e8jll!ll!fteftt M tfte Iftll!!i!ftl!m ei& ~ sel feptft itt !lIh8:i I isi8ft 
-t1I+ ei Seeti8ft H4S9 sW Be ffttl8e lIfHiep _ seefieft fer tfte ~ ei ifte.ell!lift~ 
tfte~lIfHiep_~fertfte~~~~~ 
11M ~ Meet ,.eet'!I M Peaeet 8ft1 ~ itt tfte ee9f ei Ii, it;te~eti8ft ei 
tfte ee!lfiei~ e8jllstlfteftt pllPslIeftt fe fftH pepeg.epit tfte 
re!jHipelfteftts ef &eeftett H-IS3:G5; ettti ft6 flIHfter .eeHet18ft 5MH Be ffttt8e 
fIlIPSIIIlM M filM see8eft, 
~ (c) No adjustment to the minimum basic stmdard of adequate care set 
forth in Section 11452 shall be made under this section for the purpose of 
increasing the benefits under this chapter for the l~!H and 1991-92 fiscal years 
to reflect anv change in the cost of living. 
(d) AdjuStments for subsequent fiscal years pursumt to this section shall not 
include any adjustments for any fiscal year in which the cost of living was 
suspended pursumt to subdivision (c). 
SECTION 11. Section 11453.05 of the Welfare and Institutions Code is 
repealed. 
HW:Q5, N8f\oith!teft8:iftg 8ft1 8tftep pP8¥isieft ei -1IPtieIe; 8ft ~ ~ ei ~ 
MeM ,.eat' fer wItieft ~ I"ttM (!!':::;:ft8 ere re8l!ee& ~M 
9Hh8:i, i8i8ft -+et ei &eeft8tt ~ ei tfte4 ~ tfte tIfftelIftf 8lite", Jjje 
~ ttMeP &eeft8tt H-ISS; !Hj,8i, i!Ji8ft ~ ei &eeft8tt H4S9; 11M &eeft8tt ~ 
~ Be ~ "" 8ft Mft6lIftf ~ M tfte Mft6lIftf 8the .... ilIe ~ 1ft1IItipliee 
e,. tfte pe.eefttege .eelleti8ft itt ~ I"ttM eppP8p.ieti8ftS pll.slIeftt M 
911j,8:i, i!Ji8ft +er ei Seeti8ft ~ ei tfte G8' el'l'lftleftt ~ Itt ft6 e¥eftt; ~ tfte 
.eeHeti8ft lIft8ep fIoM pepegpepit e!teee& 4 pereeM ei tfte 8IftelIftt etite." ise 
~ er tfte Mft6lIftf ei att,- ee9f ei It¥iBg ifteretie 81ite", i!Je ~ .. Melle, e. 
isle!9, 
SECTION 12. Section 11453.05 of the Welfare and Institutions Code is added. 
to read: 
II453.05. The amounts payable under Section II45O(a) shall be determined 
annually based on the amounts appropriated in the annual Budget Act for the 
Aid to Families with Dependent Children, Family Group and Unemployed 
Programs (AFDC-FG&U) and on projected case/oad for the corresponding (lScal 
year, as estimated by the Department of Social ~rvices.,(Jnd published 6'1 the 
Department of Finance. The Department of SOCUlI ServIces shall establIsh the 
method for calculating the amounts payable under Section 1I450(a). The 
adjustments to Section II450(a) shall become effective on the first day of the 
month fol/owing JO days after enoctment of the annual Budget Act. 
SECTION 13. Section 11462 of the Welfare and Institutions Code. as 
amended bv Chapter 610 of the Statutes of 1991, is amended to read: 
11462. (a) Effective July 1, 1990, foster care providers licensed as group 
homes, as defined in departmental regulations, including public c~i1d care 
institutions, as defined in Section 11402.5, shall have rates established bv 
classifYing each group home program and applying the stmdardized schedule of 
rates. -The department shall collect information from group providers beginrung 
January 1, 1990, in order to classify each group home program. 
(b) A group home program shall be initially classified, for purposes of 
emergency regulations, according to the level of care and serVIces to be prOVided 
using a point system developed by the department md descn~ m the r.eport. 
"The Classification of Group Home Programs under the Stmdardized Scheoule of 
Rates System," prepared by the State Department of SociaJ Services. August 30, 
1989. 
(c) The rate for each rate classification level (RCL) has been determined by 
the department with data from the AFDC-FC Group Home Rate Classification 
Pilot Study. The rates effective July 1, 1990, were developed using 1985 calendar 
year costs and reflect adjustments to the costs for eac.h AscaJ y~ar. starting \Hth 
the 1986-87 fiscal vear. bv the amount of the California :-<eceSSities Index 
computed pursumt to the'methodology described in Section 11453. The dat~ 
obtained by the department using 1985 calendar year costs shall be updated ana 
revised bv Jmuary 1, 1993. 
(d) :\.s' used in this section. "stmdardized schedule of rates" means a listing of 
the 14 rate classification levels, the single rate established fer by each RCL. md 
the rate floor for each RCL. 
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Ie) The standardized schedule of rates shall be phased in commencing July 1. 
1990. 
II) In order to phase in the standardized schedule of rates, a "rate floor" has 
been established for each RCL. 
(2) The rate floor for the 1990-91 fiscal vear shall be 85 percent of the standard 
rate for each RCL. The rate floor shall be increased to 92.5 percent of the 
standard rate for the 1991-92 fiscal year for each RCL, and shall be equal to the 
standard rate for each RCL for the 1992-93 fiscal vear and bevond. 
(f) Except as specified in paragraph (l), the department shall determine the 
RCL for each group home program on a prospective basis, according to the level 
of care and services that the group home operator projects will be provided 
during the period of time for which the rate is being established. 
i 1) For a group home program for which the department established a rate 
effective prior to June 30, 1990, that took into account the program's historical 
costs, the department shall establish the rate for the 1990-91 fiscal year by 
determining the RCL on a retrospective basis, according to the level of care and 
services actuallv prOVided between July 1 and December 31, 1989, or between 
July 1, 1989, and March 31, 1990. 
12) Group home programs that fail to maintain at least the level of care and 
services associated with the RCL upon which their rate was established shall 
inform the department. The department shall develop regulations specifying 
procedures to be applied when a group home fails to maintain the level of 
services projected, including, but not limited to, rate reduction and recovery of 
overpayments. 
(g) (1) The standardized schedule of rates for the 1990-91 fiscal year is: 
Rate Point FY 1990-91 
Classification Ranges 
Level 
1 .......................... . 
2 .......................... . 
3 .......................... . 
4 .......................... . 
5 .......................... . 
6 .......................... . 
7 .......................... . 
8 ......................... .. 
9 .......................... . 
10 ......................... .. 
11.. ....................... .. 
12 .......................... . 
13 .......................... . 
















































(2) As of July 1, 1992, group home programs which generate the requisite 
number of points for RCL 13 or 14, which only accept children with special 
treatment needs as determined through the assessment process in subdivision (b I 
of Section 11467 and which have as part of their program measurable 
performance standards developed by the county of placement, shall be classified 
at RCL 13 or 14. 
(3) A group home program shall be classified at RCL 13 until July 1, 1992, as 
long as the group home program meets all of the following requirements: 
(A) The group home program is prOviding or has proposed to provide the 
level of care and services necessary to generate sufficient points in the ratesetting 
process to be classified at RCL 13. 
(B) (i) The group home provider shall agree to accept for placement into its 
group home program only children who have been certified by the local mental 
health program, except as specified in clause (iii). 
(ii) The certification required by clause (i) shall indicate the child has been 
determined by the local mental health program to be seriously.emotionally 
disturbed, as defined in paragraph (10), and the child needs the level of care and 
supervision provided in the group home program. 
(iii) Any group home program that, during the 1990-91 fiscal year, provided 
the level of care and services necessary to generate sufficient points in the 
ratesetting process to be classified at RCL 13 or 14 and projected that it would 
provide' that level of care and services in the 1990-91 and 1991-92 fiscal year rate 
applications, with children in placement on the date of the mental health 
program certification, as required by subdivision (c), shall not be required to 
obtain the certification of children in placement required by this subdivision. 
(iv) Any child who is determined by the placing agency to need immediate 
emergency placement and is placed in a group home program prior to a mental 
health assessment and a local mental health certification as required by clause (j) 
shall be assessed by a licensed mental health professional within 72 hours of the 
emergency placement within the group home program as being seriously 
emotionally disturbed, as defined in paragraph (10) and in need of the level of 
care and supervision provided in the group home program. 
(v) The group home provider shall obtain the certification as required by 
clauses (i) and (ii) within 30 days of the first day of placement in the group home 
program for each child who has been determined to need immediate emergency 
placement and has been assessed by a licensed mental health professional within 
72 hours of the placement. 
(C) (i) The local mental health program shall certify, unless the State 
Department of Mental Health agrees to certify, that the group home program 
includes prOvisions for mental health treatment services that meet the local 
mental health program's criteria, including, but not limited to, all of the following: 
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II) Therapeutic milieu. 
Ill) Self-help skills. 
IIII) Behavioral interventions. 
(IV) Psychosocial acti\1ties. 
(V) Other therapeutic services required for the child to benefit from the 
program. 
(iii The certification required by clause (i \ shall include assurances that the 
program servtces are available, as attested by the local mental health director. 
(41 (A I The department shall set rates at RCL 13 effective the date the 
requirements of subparagraphs (A), (B), and (e) of paragraph (3) are met. 
(B) The department shall set the rate of any group home program which met 
the requirements of subparagraphs (A) and (B) of ~aragraph (3) prior to the 
implementation of this section at RCL 13 effective July 1, 1991, if both of the 
following requirements are met: 
(i) The mental health program certification required by subparagraph (C) of 
paragraph (3) was obtained within 90 days of the effective date of this section. 
(ii) The mental health program certification required by subparagraph (C) of 
paragraph (3) indicates the group home program met the requirements for 
certification as of July 1. 1991. 
(5) NOtwithstanding paragraph (3), a group home program shall be classified 
at RCL 14 until July 1, 1992, as long as the group home program meets all of the 
follOwing requirements: 
(A) The group home program is providing or has proposed to provide the 
level of care and services necessary to generate sufficient points in the ratesetting 
process to be classified at RCL 14. 
(B\ (i) The group home provider agrees to accept for placement into its 
group home program only children who have been certified by the local mental 
heal th program, except as specified in clause (iii). 
(ii) The certification required of clause (i) shall indicate the child has been 
determined by the local mental health program to be seriously emotionally 
disturbed, as defined in paragraph (10), and the child needs the level of care and 
supervision provided in the group home program. 
(iii) Any group home program that, during the 1990-91 fiscal year, prOvided 
the level of care and services necessary to generate sufficient points in the 
ratesetting process to be classified at RCL 13 or 14 and prOjected that it would 
provide that level of care and services in the 1990-91 and 1991-92 fiscal year rate 
applications, with children in placement on the date of the mental health 
program certification, as required by subdivision (c), shall not be required to 
obtain the certification of children in placement required by this subdivision. 
(iv) Any child who is determined by the placing agency to need immediate 
emergency placement and is placed in a group home program prior to a mental 
health assessment and a local mental health certification as required by clause (i) 
shall be assessed by a licensed mental health professional within 72 hours of the 
emergency placement within' the group home program as being seriously 
emotionally disturbed, as defined in paragraph (10) and in need of the level of 
care and supervision provided in the group home program. 
(v) The group home provider shall obtain the certification as required by 
clauses (i) and (ii) within 30 days of the first day of placement in the group home 
program for each child who has been determined to need immediate emergency 
placement and has been assessed by a licensed mental health professional within 
72 hours of the placement. 
(C) (i) The local mental health program shall certify, unless the State 
Department of Mental Health agrees to certify, that the group home program 
includes provisions for mental health treatment services that meet the local 
mental health program's criteria, including, but not limited to, all of the follOwing: 
(I) Therapeutic milieu. 
(II) Self-help skills. 
(III) Behavioral interventions. 
(IV) Psychosocial activities. 
(V) Other therapeutic services required for the child to benefit from the 
program. 
(ii) The certification required by clause (i) shall include assurances that the 
program services are available, as attested by the local mental health director. 
(6) (A) The department shall set rates at ReL 14, to be effective on the date 
the requirements of subparagraphs (A), (B), and (e) of paragraph (5) are met. 
(B) The department shall set the rate of any group home program which met 
the requirements of subparagraphs (A) and (B) of paragraph (3) prior to the 
implementation of this section at RCL 14 effective July 1, 1991, if both of the 
following requirements are met: 
(i) The mental health program certification required by subparagraph (e) of 
paragraph (3) was obtained within 90 days of the effective date of this section. 
(ii) The mental health program certification required by subparagraph (e) of 
paragraph (5) indicates the group home program met the requirements for 
certification as of July 1, 1991. 
(7) The classification of a group home program of an existing provider at RCL 
13 pursuant to paragraph (3) or RCL 14 pursuant to paragraph (5) shall be 
considered a program change for ratesetting purposes. 
(8) Any group home program that has been classified at RCL 13 pursuant to 
the requirements of paragraph (3) or RCL 14 pursuant to the requirements of 
paragraph (5) shall be reclassified at the appropriate RCL with a commensurate 
reduction in rate if any of the following occurs: 
(A) The group home program fails to maintain the level of care and services 
necessary to generate the requisite number of points for RCL 13 as required by 
subparagraph (A) of paragraph (3) or RCL 14 as required by subparagraph (A) 
of paragraph (5). 
(B) The group home program accepts placement of a child who has not been 
certified as required by subparagraph (B) or ~ (C) of paragraph (3) or 
subparagraph (B) or -f&t (C) of paragraph (5). 
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(C) The group home program fails to maintain a certified mental health 
treatment program as required by subparagraph (C) of paragraph (3), or 
subparagraph (C) of paragraph (5). 
(9) The effective date of a reclassification and rate reduction made pursuant to 
paragraph (8) shall be the date of occurrence of anyone of the conditions in 
paragraph (8). 
(10) For purposes of this subdivision, a child who is seriously emotionally 
disturbed means a child who meets the conditions specified in paragraph (2) of 
subdivision (a) of Section 5600.3 and who is subject to Section 1502.4 of the Health 
and Safety Code. 
(11) Paragraphs (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), and (10) shall remain 
operative only until July 1, 1992. 
(h) (1) For the 1990-91 fiscal year, the standardized schedule ofrates shall be 
implemented as follows: 
(A) Any group home program which received an AFDC-FC rate in the prior 
fiscal year below the standard rate for the fiscal year 1990-91 RCL shall receive 
their 1989-90 rate plus an amount equal to the California Necessities Index I C~I). 
The rate for the 1990-91 fiscal year at which the state will participate shall not 
exceed the standard rate for the RCL 
(B) If the C\'I increase to the group home program's 1989-90 fiscal year rate 
does not raise the group home program to the rate floor for the RCL, the group 
home program shall receive a rate equal to the rate floor for the RCL. 
(C) A group home program which received an AFDC-FC rate for the 1989-90 
fiscal year at or above the standard rate for the RCL for the 1990-91 fiscal year 
shall continue to receive the 1989-90 fiscal year rate. 
(2) For the 1992-93 fiscal year and the 1993-94 fiscal year, the standardized 
rate for each RCL shall be adjusted by' an amount equal to CNI computed 
pursuant to the methodologydescribed in Section 11453 $tIbject to the availability 
offunds. No adjustment shall be made in the standardized rate for each RCL for 
the 1991-92 fiscaJ year. 
(A) Any group home program which received an AFDC-FC rate in the prior 
fiscal year at or above the adjusted standard rate for ~ RCL in the current fiscal 
year shall continue to receive that rate. 
(B) A group home program which received an AFDC-FC rate in the prior 
fiscal year below the standard rate for the RCL in the current fiscal year shall 
receive that rate adjusted by an amount equal to the C~I. The rate for the 
current fiscaJ vear shall not exceed the standaid rate for the RCL and shall not be 
less than the rate floor for the RCL 
(3) Beginning with the 1994-95 fiscaJ year, the standardized schedule of rates 
shall be adjusted annually by an amount equal to the C~I computed pursuant to 
Section 11453, subject to the availability of funds. 
(A) Any group home program which received an AFDC-FC rate in the prior 
fiscaJ year at or above the adjusted standard rate for the RCL in the current fiscal 
year shalJ continue to receive that rate. 
(B) Any group home program which received an AFDC-FC rate in the prior 
fiscal year below the adjusted standard rate for the RCL in the current fiscal year 
shall receive the adjusted RCL rate. 
(i) (1) The rate for a new group home program of a new or existing provider 
shall be established at the rate Hoor for the new program's projected RCL. 
(2) The department shall not establish a rate for a new program of a new or 
existing provider unless the provider submits a recommendation from the host 
county, the primary placing county, or a regional consortium of counties that the 
program is needed in that county; that the provider is capable of effectively and 
efficiently operating the program; and that the provider is willing and able to 
accept AFDC-FC children for placement who are determined by the placing 
agency to need the level of care and services that will be provided by the 
program. 
(3) The department shall encourage the establishment of consortia of county 
placing agencies on a regional basis for the purpose of making decisions and 
recommendations about the need for, and use of, group home programs and other 
foster care providers within the regions. 
(4) The department shall annually conduct a county-by-county survey to 
determine the unmet placement needs of children placed pursuant to SeeeeM 
Section 300 and Seeftett Sections 601 or 602, and shall publish its findings by 
November 1 of each vear. 
(j) The department shall develop regulations specifying ratesetting 
procedures for program expansions, reductions, or modifications, including 
increases or decreases in licensed capacity, or increases or decreases in level of 
care or services. 
(k) General unrestricted or undesignated private charitable donations and 
contributions made to charitable or nonprofit orgaruzations shalJ not be deducted 
from the cost of prOviding services pursuant to this section. 
(I) The department shall, by October 1 each year, commencing October I, 
1992, provide the Joint Legislative Budget Committee with a list of any new 
departmental requirements established during the previous fiscal year 
concerning the operation of group homes, and of any unusual, industrywide 
increase in costs associated with the provision of group care which may have 
significant fiscaJ impact on providers of group homes care. The committee may, 
in fiscal year 1993-94 and beyond, use the list to determine whether an 
appropriation for rate adjustments is needed in the subsequent fiscaJ year. 
(m) Following the initial implementation of the group home ratesetting 
system described in this section, the department. with the advice and assistance of 
the counties and representatives of providers of group home care, may submit to 
the Legislature recommendations to modify the program classification point 
system, number of rate classification levels, amounts that make up the 
standardized schedule of rates, or other components of the system. These 
recommendations shall be based on the department's review and evaluation of 
the program classification system, group home cost data collected pursuant to 
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Section 11466.3, and information from the Group Home Program Statements and 
Level of Care Assessments specified in Section 11467. 
In) This section shall remain in effect only until July 1, 1995, and as of that date 
is repealed, unless a later enacted statute, which becomes effective on or before 
July 1, 1995, deletes or extends that date. 
SECTION 14. Section 11477 of the Welfare and Institutions Code is repealed. 
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SECTION 15. Section 11477 of the Welfare and Institutions Code is added. to 
read: 
11477. (a) As a condition of eligibility for aid poid under this chapter, each 
applicant or recipient shaJl: 
(1) Assign to the county any rights to support from any other person such 
applicant T1/Qy have in their own behalf or in behalf of any other family member 
for whom the applicant is applying or receioing aid, and which have accrued at 
the time $UCh assignment is made. Receipt of public assistance under this chapter 
shall operate as an assignment by operation of law. An assignment of support 
rights ta the county shaJl also constitute an assignment ta the state. /f support 
rights are assigned pursuant to this subdivision, the assignee may become an 
assignee of record by the district attorney or other public offICial filing with the 
county cferk an affidaVit showing that an assignment has been made or that 
there has been an assignment by operation of law. This procedure does not limit 
any other mea718 by which the assignee T1/Qy become an assignee of record. 
(2) Cooperate with the county welfare deportment and district attorney in 
establishing the paternity of a child 60rn out of wedlock with respect to whom 
aid is claimed, and in obtaining any support poyments due any person for whom 
aid is requested or obtained. To the ertent permitted by federal Jaw, cooperatinl< 
in establishing paternity and obtaining $tIpport means: 
(A) Appeoring at the locol welfare or district attorney's off tat as necessary to 
provide verbal or written information, or documentary evidence. known to. 
possessed by, or reasonably 06tainable bq the applicant or recipient; 
(B) Appeoring as a witness at judicia] or other hearings or proceedings; 
(C) Providing information, or attesting to the lack of information. under 
penalty of perjury; and 
(D) Paying ta the district attorney or other county agency as directed by the 
district attorney any $tIpport poyments received from the absent parent after an 
assignment has been made. This includes support payments received'in the 
current month or any past due amounts. 
A recipient shall be considered to be cooperating with the county welfare 
department or the district attorney:r office and they shaJl be elif!ible for aid. If 
otherwise eligible, if they cooperate to t'he best of their ability or have good cause 
for refusal to cooperate as determined in accordance with paragraph fbi below. 
I b) Good cause for refusal to cooperate exists only if 
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: J. T/u app/zcall/:. or rCCI/JICll! S C(}O/ll!ratuJ/I 111 estaultshl1l[! patemitu or 
seCUnl1[! support 1.1 rco.l'rmaviu al/tlC/pateO to result i1l: . 
(A. Scnous ph11S1cai hann' to tite childfor whom wp/lorr II to Uf' soU[!hl: or 
I B, S£'nou.l £'lIlOt/(mai harm to tite chdd for whom supporr 1.< to VI' s(}u[!ill: or 
ICi Serrou.I ph1/S1cal !larm to the parent or caretaker relatlvc with whom the 
child i.1 Iit'il1{: which reauces the capacltl1 of the parent or caretaker reiatir:£' t(l 
care for the child adeouoteiu. or . 
f Di Senous emotuJ/lol it~rm to the parent or caretaker reiatlr:£' with whom the 
child is IiVtn(!,. of such nature or def{ree that il reduces the capacity of Ihe parent 
or carelaker relatit'e to rore for the child adequate/II. . 
(2) The COU1111i belier:es that proceedin" to establish patemitu or secure 
support Iwuld be'detnmental to the child jor whom support would be sou2ht 
because at least onl' of the follou'in" circumstances exist: . 
(A) The childfor whom support is sou{!ht was conceived as a result of incest or 
forcible rape: 
. i B i Lef{al proceedin(!.s for the adoption of the child ore pending before a court 
of competen!.iunsdlctlOn: or 
ICi The applicant or recipient is currenti!/ being assisted by a public or 
licensed prir:ate social a2ency to resolve the issues of whether to keep the child or 
relinquish himlher.for adoptIOn. and the discussions have not 20ne on for more 
than a total of 90 da!!s. Counseling days before birth shall be counted 
individualill. Each meetinllwith the counselor shall be counted as one counselinf!. 
day. Days arter the birth shall be counted consecutively. regardless of meeting 
u-;th the counselor. The total of counselin(!. days before the birth and consecutivc 
days before the bIrth and consecutive days after the birth shall not exceed 90 
dalls. 
ic! "lith respect to any application or any questionnaire relating to any 
applirotion. no questions on paternity shall be asked in cases where paternit!! is 
not legally an issue. Persons eli[!ible for immediate aid pursuant to Section J 1056 
or Section 11266 shall receivc sUch aid prior to completing the forms required to 
obtal7l child and spousal support and establish paternity. provided that they 
il/dicate they will cooperate in these matters. Appearances at public agencies 
required pursuant to this section. subsequent to certification of the applicant 
shall be scheduled with due regard for his parental duties and employment 
responsibilities. l{ an appearance is required at a time other than normal workinf!. 
hours. a statement as to the reason for such appearance shall be inserted in the 
file of the applicallt. 
{ell Thl' county tEeifare department shall verify that the applicant or recipient 
refused to Offer reasonable cooperation prior to determining that such appliront 
or recipient is ineligible. Where applicable. the "ranting of aid shall not be 
delayed or denied if the applicant is otherwise eligible, if the appliront completes 
the necessary forms and agrees to cooperate with the district attorney in securing 
support and determining paternity. where applicable. 
(e I If the relative with u'hom a child is living is found to be ineligible berouse 
of failure to comply u,-;th the provisions of this section, any aid for which such 
child is eligible will. to the extent required by federal lau~ be provided in the 
form of protective payments. 
(f) The county welfare department shall insure that all applicants for or 
recipients of aid under this chapter are properly notified of the conditions 
imposed by this section. The department shall establish reguiotions as necessary 
to rorry out ,the provisions of this section and as required by federal law. 
SEcrIO~ 16. Section 12201 of the Welfare and Institutions Code is repealed: 
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SECTIO!\ 17. Section 12303.5 of t e Welfare and Institutions Code is 
amended to read: 
12303.5. Except as provided in Sections 12303.6 and 12304, no one individual 
recipient shall receive services under this article. the total cost of which exceeds 
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SECTION 18. Section 12304 of the Welfare and Institutions Code, as added bv 
Section 7 of Chapter 96 of the Statutes of 1991, is amended to read: . 
12304. (a) Any aged, blind, or disabled indi,idual who is eligible for assistance 
under this chapter or Chapter 4 (commencing with Section 125(0) who is in 
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need. as determined by the county welfare department, of at least 20 hours per 
week of the services soecified in subdivision Ie), shall be eligible to receive 
services under this article, the total cost of which does not exceed one thousand 
two hundred three dollars ($1,203) per month; ~ 88jtlstffteHts reHeetiHi!; 
eesElellti ;'L ~ ltlBse'ttleHt te ~ t; ~ M aetel'lfliftea tIftt!ep ~ 
~ '16 HIe ftto,f !tte!t 8ajtlStPHeHt eeee- efteeti.o;e ftttr h ~ 
itt tfte PHll!liPHtiPH ~~ tIfttiep tflH seefttwt!tltea Hef ee eeHstrtlea te 
HteIIft 8t1tePHllae  itt tfte ~~ tIfttiep ~!lI'fide. 
(b i An individual who is eligible for services subject to the maximum amount 
specified in subdivision (a) and who is capable of handling his or her own 
financial and legal affairs shall be given the option of hiring and paying his or her 
own provider of in-home supportive services. For this purpose the individual shall 
be entitled to receive a monthly cash payment in advance not to exceed the 
maximum amount specified in subdivision I ai, which is in addition to his or her 
grant, if any. An individual who is not capable of handling his or her own financial 
and legal affairs shall be entitled to receive the cash payment through his or her 
guardian, conservator, or protective payee. 
1 c) In no event shall the maximum total cost for services and advance cash 
payment for one individual recipient under subdivisions la) and Ibl exceed the 
maximum of one thousand two hundred three dollars IS1,203) per month, as 
adjusted pursuant to subdivision (a). 
(d) The county welfare department shall inform in writing any individual who 
is potentially eligible for services under this section of his or her right to the 
services. 
(e I For purposes of this section, a recipient who is eligible for services subject 
to the maximum amount specified in subdivision (a) is one who requires in·home 
supportive care of at least 20 hours per week to carry out any or all of the 
follOwing: 
(1) Routine bodily functions, such as bowel and bladder care and respiration 
assistance. 
(2) Dressing, oral hygiene, and grooming. 
(3) Preparation and consumption of food and meal cleanup for individuals 
who require assistance with the preparation and consumption of food. 
14) Moving into and out of bed, other assistance in transferring, turning in bed, 
and other repositioning. 
15) Bathing, routine bed baths, and washing. 
(6) Ambulation and care and assistance with prostheses. 
(7) Rubbing of skin to promote circulation. 
(8) Paramedical services. 
19) Any other function of daily living as determined by the director. 
This determination of need shall be supported by a medical report when 
requested and shall be prepared at the expense of the State Department of Social 
Services. 
if) This section shall become 0rerative July 1, 1992. 
SECTION 19. Section 17000 0 the Welfare and Institutions Code is amended. 
to read: 
liOOO. (a) Every county and every city and county shall relieve and support 
all incompetent. poor, indigent persons. and those incapacitated by age, disease. 
or accident, lawfully resident therein, when such persons are not supported and 
relieved by their relatives or friends, by their own means, or by state hospitals or 
other state or private institutions. 
(bi :Votwithstanding Section f(X)()() and subdivision (a), the level for general 
assistance grants or in-kind aid, if any, provided by a county or city and county 
for the relief and support of incompetent, poor, indigent persons. and those 
incapacitated by age, disease, or accident shall be set by the Board of SupervIsors 
in its sale discretion, taking into consideration the availability of county or city 
and county funds for such aid and the projected coseload, and shall not exceed 
the grant available to the same size family unit receiving aid pursuant to Chapter 
2 (commencin'! with Section 11200) of Part J. 
The level oJ general assistance grants or in-kind aid. if any, adopted by the 
Board of Supervisors pursuant to this subdivision shall constitute a sufficient 
standara of aid for purposes of Section 17001. 
SECTION 20. Section 17000.5 of the Welfare and Institutions Code is 
repealed. 
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SECTION 21. Section 17020 of the Welfare and Institutions Code is amended. 
to read: 
17020. Any person who is eligible for aid under Chapter 2 (commencing with 
Section 112(0) of Part 3 shall not be eligible for monthly payments prOVided 
pursuant to this part. it ffte PHll!liftltIIl\ ~~ e3ftlBlisllea ~ It ~ 
~ te Seefteft ~ e!Ieeefi8 tfte  Ie¥el estllBiislles te 
3t1BEii; isieH -+IlT e+ Seefteft Ho1!iQ, 
SECTION 22. If any provision of this measure or the application thereof to 
any person or circumstances is held invalid, that invalidity shall not affect other 
provisions or applications of the measure which can be given effect without the 
in valid provision or application, and to this end the provisions of this measure are 
severable. 
SECTION 23. The Health and Welfare Agency shall obtain any approvals 
from the United States Department of Health and Human Services necessary to 
implement the provisions of this measure so as to ensure the continued 
compliance of the state plan for Title IV, Title XVI and Title XIX of the Social 
Security Act. 
If any of the provisiOns of this.measure are found to be out of conformity with 
the requirements of federal law, the provisions shall be implemented to the 
maximum extent permitted by federal law. 
SECTION 24. The Legislature may amend this act, by statute passed in each 
house of the Legislature by rollcall vote entered in the journal, if the statute is 
consistent with the purposes of this act. 
Proposition 166: Text of Proposed Law 
This initiative measure is submitted to the people in accordance with the 
provisions of Article II, Section 8 of the Constitution. 
This initiative measure amends and adds sections to the Labor Code. and adds 
sections to the Revenue and Taxation Code; therefore, new provisions proposed 
to be added are printed in italic type to indicate that they are new. 
PROPOSED LAW 
AFFORDABLE BASIC HEALTH CARE INITIATIVE OF 1992 
Section 1. This measure shall be known and mav be cited as the Affordable 
Basic Health Care Initiative of 1992. . 
Section 2. It is the intent of this measure to ensure that all Californian's have 
access to affordable medicallv necessarY health care by the vear 2000. 
Section 3. The people fuid and deClare as follows: ., 
(al Over 6,000,000 people in California have no health care coyerage: 
Approximately two-thirds of these people are employed or are depenaents at 
employed persons. Most of these people are working at jobs where health care 
coverage is not provided and at wages which make it impracticable for them to 
purchase private health care coverage. 
(b) State and local governments have prOvided, and must continue to provide, 
a health care system to serve indigent and low-income persons. It is the intent of 
the people that the public safety net institutions shall have sufficient revenue to 
remain economically viable and to provide care that is fully equal to community 
standards. However, because of public revenue constraints at both the state and 
local level, the ability of that system to meet California's need to make health care 
accessible to its uninsured is wholly inadequate. 
(c) The lack of health care coverage for large numbers of Californians is 
causing the follOwing very serious problems: 
( 1) Decreasing access to inpatient care, prenatal care. and outpatient C3.l'e for 
the uninsured. and decreasing availability of emergency and trauma care for all 
Californians. 
12) :\ greater incidence of marginal to poor health, restricted activity days. 
birth defects and lifelong disabIlities, uncontrolled diabetes and hypertension . .rnd 
untreated chronic conditions. 
13\ Increasingiy severe financial problems among those health care providers 
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who continue to care for persons without health coverage, potentially resulting in 
the closing of emergency departments, trauma centers and hospitals, and the 
reduction in the availability of health care profeSSionals so as to substantiallv 
worsen the quality of health care available to the citizens of this state. 
( 4) Steadily increasing health care costs and health insurance premiums for 
the decreasing number of consumers who pay full charges for health services. 
(d) The only practical way of making affordable, quality health care available 
to everyone in California is to maximize the availability of employer-sponsored 
health care coverage, strengthen the public safety net, and ensure that all parties 
assume responsibility for containing health care costs, including health care 
providers, insurers and health care plans, consumers, employers, and 
government. This will permit the provision of health care through a pluralistic. 
market-oriented health care system, strengthened by balanced incentives. roies 
and responsibilities among payers, providers, patients and government. 
(e \ The health delivery system in the State of California is on the verge of 
collapse as a result of the high demand for health care services, the lack oi 
affordable health care coverage, and the increasing burden of uncompensated 
and undercompensated care. The remedy provided by this act is the onlv 
adequate and reasonable remedy within the limits of what the foregOing public 
health safety considerations permit now and into the foreseeable future. 
Section 4. Chapter 0.5 (commencing with Section 21(0) is added to Part 9 of 
Division 2 of the Labor Code, to read: 
CHAPTER 0.5. AFFORDABLE BASIC HEAL17I CARE ACT OF 1992 
Article 1. Title 
2100. This chapter shall be known and may be cited as the Affordable Basic 
Health Care Act of 1992. 
.4 rticle 2. Definitions 
2101. Unless the context requires otherwise, the definitions set forth in this 
11 rticle shall'?overn the construction and meaning of the terms and phrases used 
in this chapter. 
;:102. "Basic health care covera,?e" means a health plan that provides basic 
health care services meetin,? the standards set forth in this chapter. 
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